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Network Ops Manager 

Oversees Web of 13 

Northern Arizona Signals 

BY RANDY J. STINE 

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ. — With the near-
est contract broadcast engineer some-
times a half-day away, Brian Sanders 
has been forced to learn his way around 
the old toolbox in order to help keep his 
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Brian Sanders examines the 
dish antenna for the AP wire 

service; the NPR receive 
dish and larger C-band 

uplink dish are at the back. 

stations on the air. 
Sanders, network operations man-

ager for non-commercial KNAU(FM) 
in Flagstaff, oversees a far-flung web 
of 13 stations across the mountains of 

'NEWSMAKER 
northern Arizona, and among his cur-
rent challenges is expansion of its new 
C-band satellite distribution system. 

"I'm a generalist. I know how to do a 
lot of different things in broadcast, from 
being on the air to rebuilding studio and 
fixing equipment. I've done this long 
enough to learn a few things," he said. 
"I'm the guy with the Rolodex. I know 

(continued on page 5) 

Radio 
Gets Back 
Some of 
Its Groove 
Economy, EAS on 

Attendees' Minds at a 

Stronger NAB Show 

BY LESLIE STIMSON 

LAS VEGAS — What a difference a 
year makes. 

There was a long line to register on 
the first day exhibit halls were open for 
this year's spring National Association 
of Broadcasters show; and before the 
convention was over, executives for 
the trade group were estimating that 
attendance was up by about 5,000 
people to 88,000, or about 6.5 percent. 
Low hotel rates as well as relevant 
conference panels encouraged the rise, 
according to the association. 

Exhibitors said they were taking 
orders and actually selling equipment, 
a sign that project purse strings have 
loosened a bit. That's not to say cap-ex 
has returned to pre-recession levels, 
but it does suggest that at least for 
things such as RF and studio projects, 
station monetary priorities are begin-
ning to shift from being laser-focused 
on reducing debt. 

Unfortunately, rumors continued to 
flow about groups still reducing their 
engineering rosters; some manufactur-

(continued on page 7) 
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The compact E-1 Control Surface Console and °dated 

ip88cb Console Audio Blade provide a f't etworked 

control, mixing, and I/O needed for s o mid-sized 

studios at a price comparable to simile/ d standalone 

analog consoles. The E-1 features ¡a ntegrated LCD 

Monitor for metering and control/a treamlined user 

interface with password protectel'a ess to complex 

functions via LCD display and touch a , and 4 Main Mix 

busses as well as Control Room and St d' a Monitor outpu 

with selectable sources from the audib letwork. Co 

Mix Minus setups are made simple thanks to per iannel 

Mix Minus outputs with selectable reference mix and 

talkback interrupt. You also get auto switching between off 

line Mix and on line Mix Minus per channel. The E-1 features 

99 show presets and a programmable per-channel 

A-B Source/Select switch which emulates traditional 

broadcast consoles. Of course the E-1 will work 

just fine with Wheatstone TDM products, too! 
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• Digital Control Surface in new 
compact frame 

• Integrated LCD Monitor for 
metering and control 

• Monitor / Channel Display area 
is angled for better ergonomics 
and display view 

- 
Streamlined user interface with 
password protected access 
to complex functions via LCD 
display and touchpad 

• 4 Main Mix Busses 
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• Control Room and Studio 
Monitor Outputs with selectable 
sources from Audio Network 

• Per Channel Mix Minus Output 
with Selectable Reference Mix 
and Talkback Interrupt. Complex 
Mix Minus setups made simple. 

• Auto Switching between Off Line 
Mix and On Line Mix Minus per 
channel 

• 99 Show Presets 

• Incredible new price! 

• 

With the brand new ip88cb Console Audio Blade, a complete standalone/IP-Networkable 
Wheatstone console is well within the reach of any studio. And with the integrated LCD 

monitor, all functions are immediately viewable and editable with no additional hardware needed. 
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NRSC Updates FM IBOC Measurement 
Modulation Error Ratio Method Is Now 

Part of RF Mask Compliance Guidelines 

BY LESLIE STIMSON 

LAS VEGAS — The National Radio 
Systems Committee voted to add an FM 
quality measurement technique to its RE 
mask compliance guidelines for IBOC 
when it met concurrent with the NAB 
Show. 

Also, members of the technical stan-

dards-setting body are working on several 
RBDS projects. 

The measurement guideline update. a 
new standardized method for determining 
the transmission quality of an FM IBOC 
signal — Modulation Error Ratio — has 

been in the works for some time, and the 
guidelines will continue to be updated as 
IBOC technology progresses, said NRSC 
Chairman Milford Smith. vice president of 
radio engineering for Greater Media. 

The general concept is that MER mea-

NRSC Chairman Milford Smith explains 

the committee's latest actions. NRSC 

is sponsored jointly by the National 
Association of Broadcasters and the 
Consumer Electronics Association. 

cluster for Cox Broadcasting. worked on 

the update. Geoff Mendenhall, vice presi-
dent of transmission research and technol-

ogy at Harris, led the sub-group respon-
sible for the updated portions with contri-
butions from David Maxson of Broadcast 
Signal Labs and others. 

Smith said the group will tum its atten-

tion next to a similar AM measurement. 
The guidelines are available on the 

NRSC website: www.nrscsiandards.orgl 
Meanwhile, the RBDS Subcommittee 

is working on implementation guidelines 

to make station procedures simple and 
the data user experience more consistent. 

Right now, receiver manufacturers 
implement the RBDS display in sev-
eral ways. "We're trying to reach out to 
broadcasters to let us know how they're 
using it," said Thomas. "Once you see 
what everybody's doing. then it's easier 

to develop a guideline." 
The hope is receiver manufacturers 

would see how stations are using RBDS 
as well as how they pic/'r to use it, so 
manufacturers will standardize the dis-
plays. which, in turn, would lead to more 
consistent consumer use. 

28,593 products in 
stock at press time! 

broadcast gear from people you trust 

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast 

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434 

surement can help a station measure the 
errors present in the data. MER tends to 

give the engineer a more useful view of sys-
tem problems than the view obtained from 
bit error ratio measurements, according to 
the document "NRSC-G201-A, NRSC-
5 RF Mask Compliance: Measurement 
Methods and Practice." 

The guidelines provide suggestions for 

how to analyze FM IBOC transmission, 
including what settings to use on different 
test equipment to make sure stations are all 
measuring the performance of their IBOC 
systems in the same way. This is impor-
tant, given the variety of transmission 
facility configurations that are suitable for 

IBOC signal generation. 
RBDS Subcommittee Chairman Barry 

Thomas added, "This is a document you 

can hand someone and say. ' Here's what 
you do. Go out and test these stations." 

The IBOC Standards Development 
Working Group of the Digital Radio 
Subcommittee, chaired by Dom Bor-
donaro, chief engineer of the Connecticut 

NEWSROUNDUP 
SAT VS, WCS: The FCC appears 
poised to vote on a Report and Order 
for a mobile broadband wireless 
service using 25 MHz of spectrum in 
the 2.3 GHz Wireless Communications 

Service band — spectrum that's adja-
cent to that used by satellite radio. 

The vote would end a 13-year dis-
pute between Sirius XM, which fears 

interference, and wireless companies 
that want to roll out services. Several 

automakers, such as Ford, Nissan and 
Mercedes-Benz are siding with Sirius 
XM, concerned that the proposal 
doesn't have enough safeguards to 
protect satellite radios from interfer-

ence from WCS users. 

POWER: As of May 10, FM HD Radio 

stations could begin implement-

ing the 6 dB digital power increase 

without special temporary authority. 
Federal Register publication had trig-
gered a window in which opponents 

could ask the commissioners them-
selves to review the Media Bureau 
order. The agency dismissed two such 
requests that were filed too early. 

One of those petitioners, Jonathan 
Hardis, re-filed for review, saying the 
bureau had exceeded its authority. 
NPR opposed the petition and iBiquity 

asked for more time to respond to 
opposing petitions. 

REGENT: Regent Communications 
became Townsquare Media after 
emerging from Chapter 11. Steven 

Price, co-founder of media invest-
ment firm FiveWire Ventures, is now 
Townsquare Media chairman and 
CEO, while FiveWire co-founder 
Stuart Rosenstein is the EVP and CFO. 

They succeed Bill Stakelin and Tony 
Vasconcellos, who resigned. 
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How About a Hike in AM Power? 
Richard Arsenault Believes AM Needs 

Serious Intervention to Remedy Interference 

Richard F. Arsenault thinks he has a 
solution to problems of AM broadcast 
reception. His idea may go no farther 
than the daydream stage; but it fits well 
into our ongoing coverage of the techni-
cal and business health of AM in the 
United States. 

Arsenault is a consultant who most 
recently garnered attention for a proposal 
to allow earlier pre-sunrise operation; the 
FCC has been taking comments on that. 
He now appears to be feeling his oats and 
has petitioned the commission for a some-
what bigger change, namely a significant 
power increase for AM stations. We're 
not talking about digital stations here (as 
in the recent FM IBOC power hike), but 
about virtually all AM analog facilities. 
"AM standard broadcast radio ser-

vice has suffered serious degradation 
of coverage over recent decades due to 
increased interference from new tech-
nologies," he writes. 

"The development and use of broad-
band over power lines (BPL), comput-
ers and other digital computing devices, 
appliances like microwave ovens, the 
common use of energy-efficient fluores-
cent lighting with integrated solid-state 
switching circuitry and virtually all other 
electronic devices and services have all 
significantly increased the sum amount 
of electromagnetic interference to the 
reception of AM radio to the point of 
near-uselessness in many areas where 
AM stations once provided adequate 
service to the general public." 

He argues that the primary factor 
limiting reception during daylight hours 

has become interference from electronic 
devices and power lines, surpassing that 
caused by other stations. 

"The commission established service 
contours and interference protection 

Bring back the good old days: 'We have watched the AM service degrade due to the 

increase in interference for too long,' Richard Arsenault believes. 'We must return 

AM radio service to comparable and usable coverage levels of the past.' 

ratios at an earlier time when interfer-
ence from existing electrical equipment 
was minimal and interference from digi-
tal electronics did not exist," he believes. 

"At that time, the protected contours 
and the interference ratios made sense. 
Unfortunately, they were calculated 
without available foresight of the future 
digital technological revolution. 

"The current protected daytime service 
areas for AM stations are generally out to 

the 0.5 mV/m contour for all classes of AM 
stations, with the exception of Domestic 
Class A AM stations, which are protected 
to the 0.1 mV/m contour," he continues. 

"In reality, very few radios are capable 
of satisfactory reception at these lower 
signal levels because of the overwhelm-
ing degree of electronic and digital inter-
ference. What we currently have are AM 

broadcast stations adequately protecting 
each other in the AM radio band, but 
these same stations are not receiving pro-
tection from the intense electromagnetic 
interference from unintentional sources, 
making the current protected service 
contours of AM broadcast stations of 
minimal value. 

"Accordingly, defining adequate rural 
service out to the 0.5 mV/m protected 
contour needs to be rethought in light of 

May 19, 2010 

FROM THE 

EDITOR 
Paul McLane 

the fact that the sources of electromag-
netic interference are part of our current 
lifestyle and will only get worse." 

In his view, the solution is to allow 
virtually every AM in the United States 
the option of participating in a substantial 
across-the-board daytime power increase. 

"Increasing power during daytime 
hours would solidify the daytime cover-
age of all participating stations and would 
not change the interference ratios between 
these same participating stations." 

He would like to see a 10-fold power 
increase and, if that's not possible, four-
fold. "Ultimately, anything less than a 
doubling of power (3 dB) would be 
almost insignificant." 

GO FOR IT 
Adoption of the full power increase, 

Arsenault thinks, "would solidify AM 
radio, penetrate virtually every remote area, 
break through all but the worst interference 
and fill most AM radio dials with numer-
ous selections of strong stations instead of 
limited or no choices lost in static." 

It would expand the coverage of AM 
stations and solidify coverage within 
their existing service areas. "None of the 
participating stations would lose cover-
age, as co-channel and adjacent channel 
stations that elect to maximize power 
would not see any change in their inter-
ference ratios; but all participating sta-
tions would dramatically improve over-
all coverage by improving their ratios 
between the desired radio signals and the 
undesired electronic interference." 

(continued on page 18) 
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SANDERS 
(continued from page 1) 

who to call if I can't fix it." 
Sanders as the top technical 

person is responsible for facilities 
including the network chain of 
transmitters, studios and content 
distribution. He relies on contract 
engineers for RF work. 

The network coverage map for 
KNAU, Arizona Public Radio, 
includes nearly all of the northern 
half of the state, including the 
Hopi and Navajo Reservations, 
and stretches from the southern 
rim of the Grand Canyon to the 
northern fringes of the Phoenix 
metro. 
KNAU, which is licensed to 

Northern Arizona University, signed on 
in 1983 and has constructed 12 additional 
broadcast transmission sites, a combina-
tion of associate stations and low-power 
translators. Sanders joined KNAU in 
2007. The operation produces two pro-
gram streams; classical music originates 
on KNAU at 88.7 MHz in flagstaff, 
while news/talk programming originates 
on KPUB at 91.7 MHz from the same 
facility. Those formats are also carded 
on four outlying FMs and seven low-
power translators. The sister stations, 
or "robots" as Sanders called them, are 
in rural areas in places like Payson and 
Cottonwood, Ariz. 

The network carries local content from 
KNAU's studios in addition to program-
ming from National Public Radio, Public 
Radio International and American Public 
Media. It also streams its two formats via 
the Internet at www.knau.org. 

Sanders, 56, has been in radio for 
35 years. He grew up near Chicago and 
began his career on-air, making stops at 
commercial stations in Urbana and then 
Champaign, Ill., before joining Nevada 
Public Radio's KNPR(FM) in Las Vegas 
in 1981. 

Sanders is network operations manager for non-commercial 
KNAU(FM) in Flagstaff; he oversees a network of 13 signals 
across the mountains of northern Arizona. 

BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE 
"I've worked from mom-and-pop 

operations to larger commercial opera-
tions. Public radio is my favorite. Public 
radio offers tremendous programming 
quality," Sanders said. 

"There is attention to audio qual-
ity and lots of niche programming, like 
classical music. There is a degree of 
flexibility here without a huge layer of 
bureaucracy and administration." 

Sanders was "Morning Edition" host 
at noncommercial KCRW(FM) in Santa 
Monica, Calif., for nearly six years before 
coming to flagstaff and settling in among 
the Ponderosa Pines at Northern Arizona 
University. He also was remote engineer 
for KTWV(FM) in Los Angeles. 
Among his KNAU duties, Sanders 

is the go-to guy for solving any prob-
lems with office software, computers, 

NEWS 

printers and so on. He also manages the 
station's AudioVault automation and 
satellite uplink operations. 

He has served as project manager over-
seeing KNAU 's construction of a C-band 
satellite distribution system, which this 
year completed its first downlink install 
for network affiliate KNAD(FM) in Page, 
Ariz. More downlink sites will follow 
in Prescott, Show Low and at the Grand 
Canyon, he said, as fundraising permits. 
KNAU distributes its news/talk program-
ming to KNAD over leased transponders 
of the NPR satellite distribution system 

on Galaxy 16. KNAU uses 
a Radyne DMD20 satellite 
modem while the affiliate uses 
a Tiernan ABR202A receiver. 

"I've been working on this 
(C-band) project to two years. 
We completed the uplink por-
tion from our main studios 
in Flagstaff last summer. 
We have historically used a 
system of on-air repeaters to 
reach audio to the outlying 
stations. We do still operate 
one audio-over-IP service to 
the translator in Prescott using 
a Barix box," Sanders said. 

The satellite interconnec-
tion system for distribution 
of Arizona Public Radio pro-
gramming will result in more 

reliable service, Sanders said. 

AUDIO OVER IP 
At one time, some of its outlying sta-

tions had local origination capabilities, 
but no longer, Sanders said. The stations 
now are all basically RF sites that are 
remotely controlled. 

He has a contact person in each 
station's listening area whom he calls 
when he gets an off-air alarm; Sanders 
then assesses the situation and either 
drives to the site himself or dispatches 

(continued on page 6) 
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SANDERS 
(continued from page 5) 

a contract engineer to fix the problem. 
Sanders, who plays the sax and clarinet, lives 

with his wife, Constance DeVereaux, a senior lec-
turer at Northern Arizona University, in Flagstaff. 
He compares his transmitter sites to his two 
stepchildren. "They all have individual needs," 
he says. "Some of the sites are more reliable than 
others. I try to visit each site somewhat regularly." 
KNAU's main studios, located on the south 

end of campus, are straightforward by design, 
Sanders said. 

"The facilities are 15 years old and are very 
basic. For studios we have kept it simple from a 
technical operator point of view. We have had, 
over the years, a lot of non-radio people work 
here, so simplicity is good. We have three stu-
dios, an on-air, production and aux studio, which 
can all be put on the air needed." 

Next on Sanders' list of things to do is an 
eventual studio rebuild at KNAU. "I cannot run 
any more wire or conduit. Todmuch gunk in the 
plumbing to do anything more with it." 

He wants to rebuild the studios using audio 
over IP, which "offers so much more versatil-
ity, expandability, and will be cheaper. Cost is 
always a concern." 

Sanders, who describes AoIP as "the new 
sliced bread," has been learning about AoIP at 
recent NAB conventions in Las Vegas; in fact 
he was the recipient of a $ 1,000 scholarship 
from the Association of Public Radio Engineers 

to attend the 2009 Public Radio Engineering 
Conference, which precedes the show. That 
scholarship is funded by APRE members and 
several equipment manufacturing sponsors. 

Sanders, who has no formal technical train-
ing, attended AoIP seminars and meetings last 
year, and returned for the 2010 NAB Show. 
A satellite radio user for a short time before 

discontinuing the subscription, Sanders has 
high hopes for the future of terrestrial radio, 
especially public radio. 
"We always think of the notion that we are 

not just radio people, but rather content people. 
People are not using radio for music as much 
as they used to. But what NPR has to offer in 
real time news and information is really undu-
plicated anywhere else." 

One thing not in the future for KNAU or its 
stations is HD Radio, Sanders said. 

"We've concluded that HD Radio is not 
viable here in rural Arizona and have serious 
doubts as to whether HD will ever be popular 
with listeners, even in more populated areas." 

flagstaff, a city of approximately 62,000 
residents, often is listed on those "most desirable 
places to live" lists. Only 90 minutes from the 
Grand Canyon and considered a hiker's paradise, 
the community is supportive of KNAU's fund-
raising efforts and has helped the station reach 
its fund raising goals on a regular basis, he said. 

"There are a lot of well-educated people 
living in this area. This is a community of life-
long learners who are quick to volunteer and 
come to our aid when we need it." 
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NAB 
(continued from page 1) 

ers said they're designing equipment 
that's easier to use with this reduced 
attention in mind. 

Most radio exhibits were in the 
Central Hall, after more than a decade 
during which radio/audio booths were 
largely in the North Hall. Vendors were 
happier with the more inclusive feel. 

Despite the uptick in estimated atten-
dance, some functions remained reduced 
in scope. The NAB leadership event 
remained a reception, rather than a din-
ner; and regulatory sessions were again 
rolled into a broader management track. 

However NAB did hold an FCC 
chairman's event, and three other com-
missioners participated in the show. 
Among the news from the spring 

convention: 

NAB TO CONTINUE 

ROYALTY FIGHT 

Smith vowed to continue combat-
ing the record labels' efforts to persuade 
Congress to levy a performance royalty on 
broadcast radio. 

The former two-term Republican sena-
tor said he was hired to lead NAB because 
he knows politics and comes from a 

political family. His father worked in the 
Eisenhower administration and his mother 
was born into the Udall political dynasty. 

In politics, perception is reality, he said. 
Some believe broadcasting is the technol-
ogy of the past, he said, but it remains a 
vital business and it's his job to make that 
case to lawmakers and the administration 
and its agencies. 

"Broadcasting is the original wireless 
technology. We are mobile, and both 
radio and television are adapting to new 
technologies and finding new ways to 
deliver the most popular and important 
content. That is not the past; that is the 
future — still." 

He took the job, he said, because he 
believes "the cause of free, over-the-air 
broadcasting, with its attendant public 
obligations, is a just and worthy cause. 
The values of free and local radio and tele-
vision — and the public service respon-
sibilities that come with that — are still 
relevant and vital today, even as a mature 
technology is being made new again." 

Stations already pay copyright royal-
ties to ASCAP, BM! and SESAC; the 
proposed fee would be an additional pay-
ment. NAB says the effort doesn't take 
into consideration the free promotion art-
ists receive in the form of airplay and 
station events. 

"Labels like to call it a 'right' or a 
`royalty,' but whatever you call it, it's 

basically a bailout of the major recording 
companies. I think the American people 
have had enough bailouts," Smith said. 

Referring to the advent of digital music 
downloads and decline in popularity of 
physical records and CDs, Smith said tech-
nology has wrecked the music industry's 
business model, so it seeks to make up the 
shortfall by "biting the hand that feeds it." 

"fflIMIL mum. 

The cause of free, 
over-the-air broadcasting, 
with its attendant public 
obligations, is a just 
and worthy cause. 

- boruon Smith 

Smith said, "The centrifugal forces 
of modern life are fraying the bonds that 
tether our citizens to their communities. 
Broadcasting, however, serves to keep 
our citizens connected to our communities 
and gives those communities coherence. 
That is a public good. And that's why we 
will continue to fight the record labels in 
their attempt to save their business model 
on the backs of free, local radio." 

MusicFirst, a coalition of record labels , 
and artists that back the performance 
royalty, responded in a statement from 
spokesman Marty Machowsky. 
"AM and FM music radio stations earn 

billions each year in ad revenue without 
compensating the artists, musicians and 
rights holders who bring music to life and 
listeners' ears to the radio dial. They have 
free use of the public airwaves worth tens 
of billions more. Yet they refuse to pay 
artists and musicians even one penny for 
use of their work. 

"It's wrong. Everyone deserves to be 
paid for their work." 

Smith also discussed the FCC's pro-
posed national broadband plan, which 
includes what he called the "spectrum 
grab" from broadcast television so that 
wireless companies have more for mobile 
broadband. 

He said the turnover may not be volun-
tary as proposed. "Broadcasting is not an 
ATM that can keep spitting out spectrum." 

He encouraged broadcasters to present 
a united front on issues facing the industry 
to overcome scenarios that could weaken 
radio and television. He said NAB needs 
stations to "advocate" for the industry in 
Washington and nationwide. 

"I am very proud to be part of this 
industry, and I will work my heart out for 
you," he concluded. 

(continued on page 8) 
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broadcast chair of the Wisconsin EAS 
Committee, said he's feeling confident 
about how the EAS migration to a next-
gen Common Alerting Protocol is pro-
gressing, and so is FEMA. 

In a message on its website summing 
up its EAS meeting at the show, the 
SBE reported that Damon Penn, FEMA's 
assistant administrator for its National 
Continuity Programs Directorate, said on 
April 14 that FEMA estimates it would 
adopt CAP sometime this September. 

That said, Timm told attendees that 
FEMA won't start its 180-day "shot clock" 
marking when stations need to have CAP-
compliant EAS encoders/decoders in their 
facilities until they know stations can han-
dle the CAP messages. 

That's a big relief "that gives us com-
fort," said Timm, an engineer for Journal 
Broadcast Group-Milwaukee. FEMA says 
it will have the capability to provide CAP 
alerts to all EAS participants by the end of 
that 180-day period. 

The current EAS isn't going away; 
CAP is simply a new delivery method, he 
stressed. 

What is said in 
public, will be 
heard in public. 

44, 

FLASH 
MAN 

Portable Recorder/Code 

True freedom of speech from anywhere. Unique in the world of broadcast journalism, 
the Flashman II from Mayah combines a recorder with a portable codec. A single touch 
of the button and cutting edge codec-technology such as MPEG-4 HE AACy2 and AAC 
ELD allows you to go live and direct on-air with only the slightest delay. Developed with 
input from reporters in the field, the user- interface gives easy access to all the essential 
features. 

The ability to simultaneously record and broadcast means delivering the news faster than 
the competition to your remote unit or the studio. Just like the renowned Flashman I, the 
new Flashman II is tough as nails and yet easy to use. 

Two switchable mic/line inputs are equipped with a phantom supply and with the support 
of 3G, Ethernet and WLAN, the unit makes live reporting possible from anywhere. Data 
storage is accomplished with a USB stick and SD card. 

Flashman II utilizes the legendary MAYAH FlashCast Technology and the EBU standard 
on Audio-over-IP for automatic recognition of the desired audio codecs and coding 
formats. And of course the unit supports standard file formats, such as linear way and 
Layer 2 BWF. 

MAYAH Communications 
Daniel Loeffler 
North American Business Development 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
dloeffler@mayah.com 
DIRECT: (360) 618 1474 
CELL: (408) 429 5177 
www.mayah.com COIVIIVILJNICATIUNS 

Damon Penn, left, FEMA's assistant administrator, National Continuity Programs 
Directorate, and Jamie Barnett, chief of the FCC's Public Safety and Homeland 
Security Bureau, opened a next-gen EAS panel. 

With the upgrade, after an EAS mes-
sage is sent "we can add text, a toxic cloud 
plume map, Amber Alert pictures," he said 
as examples. 

Timm's also a facilitator of an EAS 
CAP industry group that includes 
hardware and software vendors as well 
as broadcasters. The group has drawn up 
a CAP-to-EAS implementation guide for 
FEMA that was open for public com-
ments until April 20 (www.eas-cap.orgl 
documents.htm). 

On a personal note, Timm, a broadcast 
engineer who's been at WTMJ(AM) in 
Milwaukee, Wis., for 37 years, plans to 
retire in a couple of months. He intends 
to continue volunteer EAS work and may 
explore engineering consulting. 

MICHAEL J. FOX 

HONORED 

NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith 
presented actor Michael J. Fox with the 
NAB's Distinguished Service Award for 
his advocacy work for Parkinson's disease. 

His Michael J. Fox Foundation has 
raised more than $ 175 million in research 
funds. The organization (michaelffox. 
org) is dedicated to finding a cure for 

Parkinson's and to ensuring the develop-
ment of improved therapies for those liv-
ing with the disease. 

Previous recipients include Mary Tyler 
Moore, President Ronald Reagan, Edward 

R. Murrow, Bob Hope, Walter Cronkite, 
Oprah Winfrey and Charles Osgood. 

SBE CELEBRATES BAUN, 

DAVIS AND LOCKE 

errence M. Bawl, director of engi-
neering and operations for the Wisconsin 
Educational Communications Board, 
received the Society of Broadcast 
Engineers' Lifetime Achievement 

Award. One person close to Baun said 
he was "truly surprised and very emo-

tional" when the award was given at the 
standing-room event. 

Baun is a 34-year member of the 
SBE. He has served on the National 
Certification Committee for 12 years, as 
chairman for three. He was a director and 
vice president and was elected the SBE 
national president in 1995. Baun was 
named the SBE Broadcast Engineer of 
the Year in 1991, the first to receive that 
award; he was named an SBE Fellow in 
1999 and in 2003 was named the SBE 
Educator of the Year. 
SBE also elected Sterling Davis and 

Robert Locke as SBE Fellows. Davis is 
vice president of engineering for Cox 
Media Group in Atlanta and a member 
of SBE Chapter 5 in Atlanta. Locke is the 
chief engineer for KPTS(TV) in Maize, 
Kan. and a member of SBE Chapter 3 in 
that state. 

MANY TRAVELLERS 

STRANDED BY 

VOLCANO ERUPTION 

Nearly 24,000 NAB Show attendees 
came from abroad, and more than a 
few had their stay in the United States 
extended unexpectedly. 

The volcano in southern Iceland erupt-
ed on April 15, causing massive disrup-
tions to air traffic across Europe. As the 
ash plume spread, countries in the affect-
ed area began shutting down airspace, 
starting with the United Kingdom on 
April 15; U.K. airspace and that of most 
of Europe was closed for six days. After 
the airspace began to open, U.K. airlines 
sought volunteers to give up seats so the 
thousands of people still stranded after the 
volcanic ash disruption could get home. 
Re-booked returns stretched into May. 

Upcoming: Radio World "Cool Stuff' 
Award winners, IBOC news from the 
show and highlights of the Public Radio 
Engineering Conference. 
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JetStream MINI IP Audio Networking System 

Logitek Jetstream IP audio networking is smart and our lineup of surfaces gives you 

more choices. JetStream MINI covers all your console and routing options whether 

it's for a large standalone console, a smaller desktop control surface or a 

space- saving virtual controller. You decide what's best for your operation. 

With JetStream IP audio networking, it's all about smart choices. 

Next generation 'smart' IP audio. JetStream supports the 

latest IP and Ethernet protocols for affordable, 

easy and ultra- fast audio networking. 

More I/O choices for all sources and destinations. 

Just one JetStream MINI handles 64 digital or analog inputs/outputs 

of your choice and up to four Logitek control surfaces or vScreen 

virtual controllers of your choice. Choose what you need. 

Everything you need is in one user- configurable, 64- channel node. 

Your JetStream can have mic inputs, line- level and digital I/O, 

built-in EQ, dynamics and mic processing, profanity delay, GPI/O, 

Internet codecs, WAN support, automation interface,. 

battery power and a whole lot more. 

No computer science degree needed. JetStream IP audio 

networking is super easy to set up with built-in memory and automatic 

configuration. Just plug in and let JetStream do the rest. 

Affordable and flexible. Regardless of studio size, 

Logitek's smart architecture allows you to get more done for less. 

Complete systems start at under S6000. 

Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc. I Phone (713) 664-4470 I Toll Free: (800) 231-5870 
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Mind the Gap: A Tip From John Huntley 
RF Line Arcing Problems Aren't I imited to Air Dielectric Lines 

J ohn Huntley. KK7IW, is market 
chief for the Rockland, Ill., cluster 

of Cumulus stations. One of John's AM 
sites suffered a lightning strike several 
years ago. After encountering strange 

IWORKBENCH by John Bisset  
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com 

and random glitches in the RF, he even-
tually discovered an arc from inner to 
outer of the feed line to one tower. 

The arc had slowly been burning 
down into the feed line. The burn was 6 
inches into the line when he caught it. To 
make matters worse, the feed lines to all 
three towers are half-inch CATV-type 
aluminum jacket foam lines. Splicing? 

41110 You'll know in a jiffy with Inovonics' latest-generation AM 
Reference Receiver and Modulation Monitor. Our 525 is a 
sensitive, wideband off-air monitor with a proprietary 
detector that reduces interference and ignores IBOC "Hybrid 
Digital" carriers. 
AM-mod measurements have full 10kHz+ bandwidth, but 

a menu-programmable filter in the audio-monitor channel 
allows you to preview the audible effects of proposed 

&al 
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Fig. 1 (top): Trimming back the arced 
outer conductor stopped intermittent 
operation. 

Fig. 2 (left): Horn gaps don't have to 
be costly. Here is a set fashioned out 
of copper tubing. 

I don't think so! 
The photo in Fig. 1 was taken several 

years after the repair but you can see the 
burn mark on the now-exposed inner. 
Fortunately, John had enough slack to 
pull the cable and trim back the arced 
section, as you can see. 

It turns out that none of the Collins 
ATUs had arc gaps on their output. 
Although there are ball gaps at each 
tower base, the feeds leave the tmver at 

índ 
transmission cutoff characteristics or to emulate the response 
of typical AM radios. 

Menu-driven from the front panel, the 525 tunes in lkHz 
steps and has five station memories that can be preset to 
your own station and to market companions. The high-
resolution, peak-holding LCD readout shows positive and 
negative modulation simultaneously, and also switches to 
display the incoming RF level and asynchronous noise to 
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about 8 feet above ground level. 
One of the early PolyPhaser books 

described this as an inductive divider. 
There will be substantial voltages at the 
feed point during a strike. 

John fashioned the horn gap pictured 
in Fig. 2 out of copper tubing. Notice 
that there is visible evidence that the gap 
has seen arcs! It is on the output of the 
ATUs (day & night at this tower). 

This particular tower is 440 feet tall, 
the center tower of a three-tower in-line. 
The tower is detuned to be 170 feet tall 
at 1440 kHz, to match the other two 
towers, and has a base impedance of 270 
Ohms. There are 12 lines and isocou-
plers in parallel with the AM feed line. 

This tower also "ate isocouplers" 
during storms. The tower gaps are a 
lot tighter than they were when John 
arrived. That plus improved grounding 
have reduced isocoupler failure. 

John surmises the lightning damage 
probably was due to grounding issues. 
Inspection disclosed that the 5-inch 
straps around the building had been con-
nected with soft solder — acid core soft 
solder! The buried radial connections to 
the base strap square had been properly 
connected with silver solder, and the 
radial wires are in good condition. 

There were no driven rods at the base 
of any of the three towers, and John has 
corrected that. The longest set he could 
drive at the tall tower was 24 feet. There 
are nine other rods of at least 8 feet, 
and some 16-foot sets, in the vicinity of 
the tower base. John placed these at the 
corners and centers of the fence around 
that tower. 

There is much more to the story of 
grounding improvements to this site, 
and they are still ongoing. Guess you 
could say John has picked up the atti-
tude of "Ground it! Improve the ground-

(continued on page 17) 

1 Just how good 91r 
(or bad!) does your 

AM signal really sound? 
qualify modulation readings. 
Two sets of peak flashers indicate both absolute and user-

programmed modulation limits, and programmable front-
panel alarms (with tallies) give overmodulation, carrier- loss 
and program audio-loss warnings. The 525 is supplied with a 
weatherproof loop antenna at no extra cost. 

www.inovon.com 
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A radio network needs affiliates. 
So does your audio network. 
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Imagine a radio network with only 3 or 4 affiliates. Not much value there. An audio network is like that, too: the more devices attached, the greater its value. 

Nobody knows this better than Axia. We invented Livewire'', the technology that turns standard Ethernet into a powerful audio network. With our huge installed base of broadcast 

studios around the world, we've attracted dozens of partner companies who are now offering Livewire-compatible products too. A device with a Livewire port is instantly available to any 

other device on the network. 

And more compatible equipment is likely on the way. The IEEE is working on a consumer electronics standard called "AVB" (802.1), which is similar to Livewire. When the standards-making 

process is eventually complete, CD players and other devices that can interoperate with Livewire studio equipment will probably appear. 

Everyone agrees IP-Audio is the future. Networking technology gives us new capabilities, new ways to manage and distribute broadcast audio -- even as it reduces cost. It's an exciting time 

to be in broadcasting 

Livewire: connecting the future — today. 

AxiaAudio.com 



If money is no object, this console is for you. 

(It's also for those who live in the real world.) 

Introducing ¡ IQ'. The brilliant new IP-Audio console from Axia. 

3,7 

S Corp. Axia and am trademark% TIS Corte. All rights irserred 

AxiaAudio.comtiQ/ 
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P. HARRIS MORRIS 

TAKES THE REINS 

BY MARK R. SMITH 

P. Harris Morris, previously vice pres-
ident and general manager of the Media 
and Workflow area of Harris Corp.'s 
Broadcast Communications' business, 

ISUPPLYSIDE 
recently was appointed president of that 
division. He succeeds Tim Thorsteinson, 
who left last fall after three and a half 
years in the post. 

These are excerpts of an inter-
view with our sister publication TV 
Technology. 

What role do you see for the traditional 
radio broadcast business at Harris? 

We'll have an important role in it, 
since there is a 7:1 ratio of radio to TV 
stations worldwide. Most radio stations 
still transmit in analog, and many will 
go digital in time; we've been in the 
business since 1922 and understand the 
patterns in demand worldwide. 

It's also noteworthy that all of our 
radio (and TV) transmission products 
are becoming more software-based. That 
gives us greater synergies and econo-
mies of scale, and allows us to deliver 
great customer value. 

Describe the health of your radio man-
ufacturing business. Where do you 
think growth will come from in coming 
months? 

We're seeing an uptick in sales leads 
in the U.S. Globally, stations in major 

nations that run TV and radio opera-
tions simultaneously remain the biggest 
sources of potential demand for radio. 

Harris has cited digital as being an 
important growth source in both TV 
and radio. How do you 
expect your digital radio 
business to grow? 

As the only global 
supplier of all the digi-
tal radio formats (HD 
Radio, DAB/DMB and 
DRM) we are seeing 
movement in the digital 
radio market around the 
globe. We have helped 
broadcasters launch digi-
tal services in Europe, 
Australia and China, and 
expect continued adop-
tion as those regions 
make the transition. 

In North America, many broadcast-
ers paused to understand the impact 
of the HD Radio sideband increase; 
with that issue resolved we [expect] for-
ward movement. This includes the first 
HD Radio quadcast we pioneered with 
WJFK(FM) in Washington, which takes 
advantage of both elevated sidebands 
and multicast services. We believe oth-
ers will follow suit and resume deploy-
ment of HD. 

Harris opened its Mason (Ohio) 
Broadcast Center to much attention 
several years ago but has since scaled 
back the scope of the broadcast manu-
facturing staff. Is that facility outsized 
now? 

The short answer is that we have three 

hubs to our business: Denver, Toronto 
and Mason. There are many more ser-
vice and sales sites worldwide. Mason 
will continue to be an important location 
for Harris Broadcast, in particular for 
our transmission products and our play-

to-air solutions that are 
helping to drive global 
growth. 

The transmitter is part 
of an entire workflow that 
includes encoders, excit-
ers and channel play-out 
systems. Our goal is to 
supply interoperable 
solutions for specific seg-
ments of the TV business; 
these play-to-air solutions 
are a critical piece. 

The past few years have 
seen challenges for the 
traditional broadcast 

business at Harris, as reflected in the 
company's financial results and CEO 
Howard Lance's comments over time. 
Describe the outlook now for broadcast, 
beyond radio. 
We still see play-to-air solutions as 

a significant leg of our global growth. 
The other pieces are channel creation 
and play-out; production, especially for 
sports, news and live content. Another 
area is distribution, including multi-sys-
tem operators and satellite. 

What adjective would you use to 
describe the relevance of traditional 
broadcast within your business, com-
pared to non-radio/TV? 

Vital. It's the lion's share of our busi-
ness. 

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. 
Trust the name broadcasters have counted 
on for precision master clocks and timing-'' related products for nearly 40 years—ESE. 
Our products accurately synchronize 
broadcast operations using a choice of GPS, 
WVVV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for 
affordable, reliable, perfect time. 

142 Sierra Street 
El Segundo, CA 90245 
Tel: (310) 322-2136 

www.ese-web.com 

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-
class timing systems that are designed for 
easy installation, set-up and operation. 

EAS 
Moves 
Along 

Emergency alerting was a big 
topic of interest at the NAB Show. 
We asked Harold Price, president 
of manufacturer Sage Alerting 
Systems, to summarize the latest. 

RW: For broadcast engineers, 
what's the takeaway? 
Price: At the Wednesday FEMA/ 
FCC forum, both 
said that the end of 
September 2010 is 
the expected date 
for the start of the 
180-day clock. 

Sage was part of 
the big FEMA dem-
onstration of CAP 
system interoper-
ability. A rack of 
equipment in the 
FEMA booth at the show was used 
to show that FEMA could deliver 
CAP messages from its DMOPEN 
system to multiple vendors, result-
ing in EAS-formatted alerts. 

Also, Sage was part of the demo 
of iBiquity's Active Radio system, 
showing delivery of EAS messages 
with CAP text through HD Radio. 

In early March, Sage went 
through a pilot run of the FEMA-
sponsored CAP conformity test. 
Live testing is ready to start as soon 
as the final protocol becomes an 
OASIS standard, which will happen 
in June. 

The vendor interoperability demo 
with the federal delivery system, 
readiness for testing, final proto-
col signoff in June and joint FCC/ 
FEMA discussion of the September 
date are good indications that the 
CAP clock is indeed likely to start 
before the end of this year. 

The other two items on the FCC 
side are that the reply comment peri-
od for the FCC's Second FNPRM 
(mainly concerned with the national 
EAS test) has expired, so we expect 
something from the FCC on that in the 
not too distant future; and the FCC's 
request for informal comments on 
Part 11 in general, on better integrat-
ing CAP into the rules, is now open. 
[Reply comments are due June 14.1 

Also, the EAS-CAP Industry 
Group has published its draft rec-
ommendations for FEMA's CAP-
EAS Implementation Guide (www. 
eas-cap.orgldocuments.htm). 
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ing, and then improve it again." A sys-
tematic approach that pays dividends. 

John Huntley loves to talk ground-
ing. He can be reached at jchuntleye 
earthlink.net. 

Arcing is serious business. If your 
feed uses rigid line sections, pay 

attention to this tip. 
Richard Wood of Resonant Results 

in Wisconsin provides infrared imaging 
for broadcast and industrial applications. 
His checks of your transmission line are 
akin to an angiogram of your heart. The 
pictures spot potential problems inside 
the line that you cannot see. 

Some of Richard's inspection proj-
ects have yielded interesting results. The 
picture in Fig. 3 was from a tower site 
that had experienced rigid line failures. 
To spot pending problems, the line was 
tested under power. 

Fig. 3: An infrared camera spots 

a hot bullet in rigid tine. 

The FLR camera displays tempera-
ture differences in color and is portable 
enough to take up a tower and shoot each 
of the three 3-inch lines at the flanges. It 
was important to monitor the air temper-
ature and wind speed at each elevation, 
to account for changes as Richard got 
higher on the tower. 

With a safety person on the ground, 
Richard radioed down the findings at each 
flange location. All three lines were run-
ning near the same power levels, so expect-
ed temperature differences were minimal. 

All was going well with the measured 
temperatures decreasing while getting 
farther from the transmitter, until flange 
#45. Fig. 3 shows the right-hand line 
significantly hotter than the left line. 
This was the only area on the tower that 
appeared to have an issue. 

That night the station shut down. 
While some riggers were climbing the 
tower, Richard tested the line with an 
HP network analyzer and found a reflec-
tion in the area of the "hot" bullet. After 
the bullet was replaced, the time domain 
tests showed the problem solved. 

Fig. 4 shows the bad bullet that was 
removed. Significant deterioration can 
be seen, but it had not burned open yet. 

Another handy application for infra-
red testing is in AM phasing and branch-
ing systems. Richard recently measured 

Fig. 4: The burned bullet, removed 
before failing. 

an AM site, and could "look" at the 
components and "see" the distributed 
currents in action. 

One of the power adjusting coils in 
the phasor showed significantly elevated 
temperatures. Having a handheld tem-
perature gun can be helpful on site, but 
the coils do not have enough flat surface 
area to provide a good target for them. 

Note that the handheld sensors have 
a low spot size ratio (usually 10:1) and 
only provide an average temperature 
reading for the sampled area. Used prop-
erly, these can be handy, but their limita-
tions should be recognized. 

Want to see more? Richard's website 
is www.resonantresults.com. Richard 
Wood can be reached at rwoodskye 
verizon.net. 

John Bisset marked his 40th year in 
broadcasting recently. He is interna-
tional sales manager for Europe and 
Southern Africa for Nautel and a past 
recipient of the SBE's Educator of the 
Year Award. Reach him at johnbissete 
myfairpoint.net. Faxed submissions can 
be sent to (603)472-4944. 

Submissions for this column are 
encouraged and qualify for SBE recer-
tification credit. 

This Phone Makes Other Hybrids Go 
Running Home To Their Mommies. 
NEW! Universal Host handles Vole PBX and EVERY other phone! 
More and more stations are turning to Vol P for their 
phone systems. And rightfully so. Cost savings as well as 
increased feature sets make them a natural. One problem, 
though, is finding a hybrid that can work with your new 
system. Leave it to JK Audio to deliver a hybrid that 
integrates flawlessly with your VolP phone system ( or any 
other)! Universal Host Digital Hybrid connects your Vol P 
phone to your computer via its USB audio CODEC, giving 
you immediate talk- show quality for interviews right from 
your desktop with no fuss! 

Whether it's Vol P, PBX or any other phone system, 
Universal Host Digital Hybrid with its USB audio CODEC 
makes it fast and easy to get your callers on the air! 

JK Audi 
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AM POWER 
(continued from page 4) 

Arsenault suggests a grace period 
would be established to allow stations 
time to install upgrades; and only a 
written letter to the commission would 
be needed, specifying the degree of 
power increase and date of implementa-
tion. "All future interference calcula-
tions could be made utilizing the previ-
ous lower power levels of all stations, 
simplifying future allocation issues," he 
continued. 

He acknowledges concerns involving 

stations near Canada and Mexico and a 
few others "where a saltwater interfer-
ence path to foreign stations exists," 
but believes that "the grand majority 
of listeners to domestic AM broadcast 
stations will benefit by this request if 
adopted. The few stations in the border 
areas with required daytime protection 
to foreign stations could benefit by 
opting to use a directional antenna pat-
tern or a change in the existing daytime 
antenna pattern, or alternately possibly 
use a partial power increase." 

Arsenault would limit his power hike 
to the daytime hours "due to night-

time interference restraints with foreign 
broadcasters," but nighttime interfer-
ence to stations in Canada, Mexico and 
other nations could be considered later 
"unless the commission can resolve 
these issues in a timely manner with 
each of these countries." 

NO STATIC AT ALL? 
Arsenault started his radio career in 

the 1970s as a DJ on a commercial FM 
in Vineland, N.J. He told me he was fas-
cinated with technology as a youngster 
and assembled small radio transmitters 
and receivers for school science projects 

VENT 5 800 \E 
High Capacity Bidirectional STL 

Up to Nine Uncompressed Stereo Feeds 

à ARUM( ï i 

Digital Linear Uncompressed STL/TSL 
for T1/E1 Circuits and Microwave Links 

LANLINK 
LAN Extender — Data Link for Ethernet 

Networking at the Transmitter Site 

STARLINK 
Digital Linear Uncompressed STL 

for 950 MHz and all Worldwide STL Bands 

\‘ • __ _ 
ogke« . • " 

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN THE USA 

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, design 

and manufacturing of digital studio transmitter links. Moseley, the first to bring a totally transparent 

digital uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today. 

Don't monkey around with your on-air sound. Call the digital STL experts today. 
Bill Gould (978) 373-6303 I Dave Chancey [805] 968-9621 ext.213 

www.moseleysb.com 

and out of personal interest. 
"I quickly realized that the high-

est class FCC license, the First Class 
Radiotelephone at that time, would be 
my ticket to expand my radio career, 
so I picked up a few books and studied 
until the book covers fell off." 

In the early 1980s he worked as a 
chief engineer for radio and at Lamar 
University in Beaumont, Texas, and did 
work for Jules Cohen and Associates, 
the legendary consulting firm. 

"In the mid and late 1980s I designed 
and assembled a few radio stations and 
prepared a number of FCC applica-
tions for power increases, including 
directional antennas and short-spaced 
radio facilities," he said. "I also hosted 
a Saturday night oldies show and did 
some radio sales." 

He filed his first petition for rulemak-
ing in 1989, addressing a plan to allow 
existing daytime standalone stations an 
opportunity to use low-power FM in order 
to provide full-time coverage to their com-
munities. In the early 1990s, he was the 
sole engineer for 14 AM and FM stations; 
he went on to purchase WREY(AM) 
a 1,000 watt station in Millville, N.J., 
which he managed for six years ( it is now 
WMVB). This was an important time in 
the development of his views. 

"Managing the sales, programming, 
staff and community involvement of 
a stand-alone AM station had to be 
the biggest and toughest challenge of 
my career, in light of the fact that all 
competitors were either FM or had AM/ 
FM combos, and the local market was 
already overshadowed by major-market 
Philadelphia stations. I had to get cre-
ative and expand the local community 
connection." 

His business now is in offering tech-
nological and business consulting ser-
vices to radio broadcasters who want 
to optimize their signals and grow their 
stations. His website is www.radio-
broadcast-engineer.com. 
I suspect Arsenault will succeed on 

his earlier petition to move up pre-sunrise 
authorization time. It may be harder to 
gain as much traction with an ambitious 
power hike but I commend him for bring-
ing the idea up and I hope it will be taken 
seriously. This may not yet be a compre-
hensive technical plan but it can start the 
conversation. 

"I realize that there are details that will 
need to be addressed before implementa-
tion," he wrote. "But more importantly, 
this petition should open discussion on this 
concept ... The time to get the static out of 
AM radio is past due. We have watched the 
AM service degrade due to the increase in 
interference for too long. We must return 
AM radio service to comparable and usable 
coverage levels of the past." 

Tell me what you think at radioworlde 
nbmedia.com. Arsenault welcomes your 
thoughts too at radioserviceseieee.org. 



LIVE REMOTES VIA INTERNET? 
Z/IP MAKES IT POSSIBLE. 

GET A PAIR OF Z/IPs FOR JUST $5,995. BUT HURRY SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED. 
High-speed Internet connections are everywhere. Wouldn't it be great to use them for broadcast remotes? Telos Zephyr/IP makes it possible. 

The heart and soul of Z/IP is the amazing Agile Connection Technology from FhG. ACT combines state-of-the-art loss detection and concealment with dynamic buffering 
and adaptive bitrates. Your Z/IP will intuitively use every digital trick in the book to ensure audio gets to your studio with the lowest possible delay. 

Not only is the audio incredible, but using it couldn't be easier. Z/IPs can find each other, even behind firewalls and NATS, thanks to a network of distributed servers. 
Z/IP can even connect to calls from PBXs that use the SIP standard. And users love the big, color display that can even show their connection being routed around the 
world. 

Unless you're broadcasting from the moon, you'll probably find Internet just about everywhere you'll want to do a remote. IP is everywhere. And Z/IP is the best way to 

hear from everywhere. 

AUDIO I NETWORKS 

Radio Never Sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call +1-216-622-0247. 

6) 2010 TLS Corp. Telos, Zephyr, VIP are trademarks of TLS Corp. All rights reserved. 
Telos-Systems.com 
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Vorsis AP-2000 Offers Plenty for Users 
Processor is Well- Built and Offers a Deep Pool of Processing Parameters 

BY IRA WILNER 

When I first heard about the 
Wheatstone Vorsis line of broadcast 
audio processors I wanted 
to evaluate them because, ." 
in the past, I had specified 
Wheatstone audio consoles for 
my highest quality broadcast 
facility builds. At one time 

PRODUCT 
EVALUATION 
Wheatstone offered the quiet-
est, most feature-filled analog 
broadcasting boards on the 
planet. With that pedigree I 
assumed the Vorsis product 
line would be special, and it is. 

Jeff Keith, the lead prod-
uct design engineer for the 
AP-2000, had previously 
worked for Telos Systems/ 
Omnia Audio. You can hear 
it in the AP-2000. There is 
an accuracy and lively feel to 
the sound, special to both companies' 
product lines. The AP-2000 is the most 
complex DSP audio processor product 
to date. With 437 adjustable parameters 
it is not for the faint of heart. It is a 
tinkerer's heaven! Nothing is hidden 
and numerical values are not arbitrary, 
representing actual values. Thanks to 
a clever, full-color GUI some of the 
adjustments are quite user-friendly. For 
example, there are equalization curves 
you can adjust by grabbing the graphi-
cal curve and tugging them to new 
peaks or valleys. 

ing is handled by a DSP engine farm 
consisting of 18 Motorola fixed-point 
ICs and one Texas Instruments float-
ing point engine. It is all tied together 

AGC / COMPRESSOR 

Screenshot of the Vorsis AP- 2000 
AGC-Compressor 

UNDER THE HOOD 

DSP-driven audio processors have 
come a very long way from their analog 
brethren of the 1980s. Boxes four rack 
units high and crammed with vertically-
mounted plug-in PC cards have been 
replaced with mostly empty chassis 
sporting a single mainboard. The under-
lying reason for not providing the prod-
uct in a one RU chassis is mostly the 
need for sufficient front- and rear-panel 
real estate for the I/O connectors, local 
control and display surfaces. The main 
board of the AP-2000 has 10 layers, 
partially required to permit mixed ana-
log and digital signals to coexist quietly 
and partially to control impedance for 
the high-speed digital transmission line 
traces between chips. Signal process-

with a Xilinx program-
mable gate array logic. 
And the user control 
I/O is provided by a 
Broadcom five-port 
Ethernet switch IC that 
permits simultaneous 
control from the front-
panel embedded PC as 
well as multiple remote 
TCP/IP connections to 
the box. 

Analog audio is 
meticulously handled 
by 192 kHz clocked 
AKM converters which 
boast better than 120 
dB dynamic range and 
-100 dB THD. 

The power supply is 
part of the mainboard 
too, thus reducing man-
ufacturing costs. This 
is an in-house-designed switcher using 
components that provide better perfor-
mance and greater reliability than an 
off-the-shelf OEM solution. The IC 
packages are a mix of thru-hole devices 
and SMDs. For greater reliability the 
few components that could have been 
socketed are soldered in place. 

So what happens if the power to your 
facility fails? While you should have 
a fast-switching or truly uninterrupt-

ible dual conversion UPS protecting 
your computer-style equipment there 
still may be occasions where you'll 
suffer power loss to your audio pro-

cessor. The AP-2000 
DSP farm boots up in 
a few seconds provid-
ing audio quite quick-
ly. The single-board 
computer for the front 
panel takes about a 
half a minute to come 
to life. 

The AP-2000 acou-
stically is very quiet. 
You could mount it in 
your studio furniture 
as there are no noisy 
cabinet flushing fans, 
just a small internal 
fan to move air around 
the internal heat sink 
for the front-panel 
computer. 

VORSIS 

AP-2000 Processor 

Thumbs Up 
+ Complete user control over all 
processing functions 
+ Hard-copy printout of every 
adjustable parameter 
+ Transparent sound with no 
preconceived coloration 

+ Fast-responding remote-panel 
GUI 

Thumbs Down 
- Touch pad is difficult to use 
- Mouse port does not support 
modern mice 
- No automatic de-emphasis 

in headphone monitor 
- No simple mode for less-
experienced users 

Price: $ 13,995 

For information, contact Jay Tyler 
in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000 
or visit www.vorsis.com. 
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The AP-2000 ships with 50 factory 
presets. More can be downloaded from 
the Vorsis Web site. They cover a wide 
range of programming and offer some 
interesting sounds. Some of the dance 
presets do a lot with bass response, 
pushing the envelope. As with most pre-
sets, they are starting-off points prob-
ably requiring tailoring to your specific 
needs and expectations. Some might 
be too mild while others might be a bit 

heavy handed. Time did not permit me 
to explore all of them. 

One complaint I hear all the time 
about major audio processors is their 
inability to transition smoothly from 
one preset to another during day-part 
changes. The AP-2000 seems to handle 
those changes gracefully, gently cross-
fading from one to the other without 
sudden jarring changes. 

Preset management is intuitive using 
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a Windows-style folder filing arrange-
ment for favorites. You have unlimited 
remote storage for presets. You can also 
download and print every parameter of 
every preset including a comparison 
sheet so you can spot the differences 
between them. This is a unique and edu-
cational tool when trying to understand 
the settings and what they ultimately do 
to your sound. 

MONITORING 
I felt the front panel fell a bit short of 

expectations by providing a nice VGA 
color display but without touchscreen. 
The separate touchpad to the right is a 
bit awkward and sometimes frustrating 
to use. The USB port on the front panel 
is reserved for an external mouse. In 
practice I could not get the mouse port 
to work properly as it only supported 
older basic mechanical mice and not 
optical mice. Fortunately, a similar GUI, 
ported to Windows, is provided for 
remote control. It has somewhat more 
capability than the front-panel GUI and 
is easier to manipulate using a worksta-
tion or a laptop PC. 

Caution! The front-panel headphone 
monitor output is clean-sounding and 
can deliver lots of current to your head-
phones. In fact, I found the default 
output level way too high. The volume 
control is a bit coarse due to a very short 
virtual slider. The remote GUI's slider 
is better. You can monitor the output of 
almost every subsystem to hear what it 
is doing to your sound including the out-
put of the composite processing section. 
You can hear the results of final com-
posite limiting and clipping before you 
put the processor on the air. There is, 
however, some silliness here. If you set 
your composite output to have normal 
FM pre-emphasis, that's precisely what 
you'll hear from the headphone monitor. 
No separate automatic de-emphasis is 
applied to it. Thus, you have to turn off 
pre-emphasis on the composite output 
to monitor it from the headphone jack 
with a flat frequency response. If the 
unit is in the air chain you won't want 
to do this as it will disrupt pre-emphasis 
as broadcast. 

TRANSPARENCY 
Vorsis processors pride themselves 

as being uncolored out of the box. They 
have no signature sound. While one can 
choose from a large selection for fac-
tory crafted presets, as is the case with 
every manufacturer, I found I needed to 
modify them to get the sound I'm after. 
This is a more demanding chore when a 
box doesn't come with its own signature 
sound. Also, unlike other processors, the 
AP-2000 does not have simplified menu 
and control modes. There are no basic 
more-or-less adjustments that automati-
cally alter a bevy of parameters. I was 
told it's on the AP-2000 wish list to 

add a simplified control option. While 
the underlying software was designed 
to create good results it is also easy to 
create an ugly sound. Some caution 
must be employed along with a good 
pair of ears. 

The AP-2000 is capable of produc-
ing a very open or a very tightly com-
pressed in-your-face sound. There are 
tools for recognizing and processing 
mostly monaural audio human speech 
differently to help reduce sibilance and 
audible peak clipping and they do work. 
The look-ahead distortion canceling 
limiter/clippers do reduce artifacts. The 

special bass handling processing can be 
tuned for intentional doubling or for a 
very clean tight low end. You do not 
want to pre-process with an outboard 
AGC because the built-in intelligent 
sweet spot AGC math is linked to the 
compressor/limiter math to keep the 
processing in its sweet spot over a very 
wide dynamic range. 
I was looking for an exceptionally 

open sound. So, I dialed back all of 
the compressor/limiter functions leaving 
only AGC stages and final protection 
math in service. This resulted in some 
peak distortion especially with speech. 

You cannot depend only upon the AGC 
stage math to provide sufficient level 
control without forcing the final pro-
cessing to work too hard. This is a fact 
of life for all audio processors, not just 
the Vorsis. Each stage contributes some-
thing to audio control. The Vorsis AGC 
is especially smart but you cannot run 
without some additional compression 
and limiting prior to the final composite 
processing. 

There is an almost infinite amount of 
adjusting one can do with this processor 
and, with limited time to experiment, I 
only scratched the surface. 

Where Great Radio Begins 

Intraplex IP Networking 

"You told us you're spoiled by the rock- solid reliability and outstanding quality 
of your Intraplex Ti full-time links and STLs Now you want to lower your 
recurring costs by converting from Ti to IP Our new CM-30 network card 
helps you easily make that switch 

Field- conversion of your Intraplex Ti rack to IP takes just minutes. and the 

CM-30 is fully compatible with your existing audio, voice and data interface 
cards It's an upgrade that pays for itself by reducing your network services 
expenses — while retaining the superior operation of the 

Intraplex system you trust - 

Bob Band. Intraplex Broadcast Product Line Manager at Harris Broadcast 
Communications, has been helping radio stations choose the best 
"always on" audio links for nearly 20 years 

Learn more at www.intraplex.com or ( 800) 622-0022. 

harris.corn 
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Durabook Lives Up to Its Name 
The Warrior Meets a Computer Made for His Lifestyle and Is Pleased 

BY PAUL KAMINSKI 

The road brings challenges to those 
who must travel it and to the equipment 
that travels it as well. The last thing 
a sales person, engineer, producer or 
reporter needs is failure from the most 
complex tool they may carry — a laptop 

IColumns are archived al radioworld.com RADIO ROAD 
WARRIOR 

computer — when trying to work from a 
remote location. GammaTech Computer 
Corp. builds the Durabook line to help 
reduce a few of the physical worries that 
come from life on the road and provide 
more than enough processing power to 
handle the challenges and complexity of 
that environment. 
I had a chance to test a Durabook 

D I 4RM for a few months. It was load-
ed with almost every option available: 
Vista Business, 2 GB of RAM, a 320 
GB hard drive and an Intel P4500 pro-
cessor running at 2.1 GHz. 

SOLID CASE 
When you take the D14RM from the 

packing material, you can't help notic-
ing the construction of the case first 
thing. It's made from a composite mate-
rial that is 20 times stronger than ABS 
plastic. A good thing, since the carrying 
case I was using for the Durabook was 

* Use this code: 

RW 
for a one-time 

special discount 
(no dealers) 

Paul works away at a remote 
location with his Durabook. 

accidentally yanked off my shoulder while going through a 
turnstile at the Greenbelt, Md. Metrorail station. It crashed 
to the floor. When I checked the machine, the laptop booted 
immediately and I was able to send e-mails as though noth-
ing happened. 

What about other challenges in the real world, like an 
accidental spill on the keyboard? While not completely 
waterproof, the Durabook will shake off an accidental small 
spill of water on the keyboard and continue to operate. 
Operating outside? I set up outdoors in a campsite where 
the temperature fell to 50 degrees, and the Durabook con-
tinued to work. There are rubber covers for every port on 
the Durabook D14, which also help to keep dust, dirt and 
drops of water away from the electronics. The physical 
security of the unit is backed by standard fingerprint recog-

RF DUMMY LOADS 
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- HD - WATER-COOLED 
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4r.t% ALTRONI: RESEARCH INC. 
E-mail: info@altronic.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com 

P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 

nition software and sensor, and standard 
CompuTrace, which is loaded in the 
machine's BIOS. That means that the 
average computer thief will not know 
that the Durabook with CompuTrace 
can be monitored online. There is also 
provision for a standard Kensington 
security cable and lock. 

The D14RM can be ordered with 
four powered USB 2.0 ports, a web-
cam, DVD burner, and an option for 
3G/4G wireless. I used a Sprint Sierra 
Wireless 597 USB card to work with 3G 
— which I used to transmit sub-
missions literally from 
the side of the road 
to CBS News in 
New York for the 
hourly newscasts 
early on "Black Friday" 
in November. The Durabook 
has standard 802.11 abgn capa-
bilities for wireless networks and an 
Ethernet port. They all worked well at the 

1111111=1111' 

ad hoc wireless network at the NASCAR 
press hotel and on a wired Ethernet net-
work at Homestead-Miami Speedway for 
pre-race and post-race coverage. 

If one is setting up an ad hoc news-
room in a hotel room, the sound from 
reporters can be ingested into the audio 
editing program with the USB ports 
from thumb drives or machines, from 
the onboard card reader, the analog input 
jack and with the Bluetooth option, any 
Bluetooth device (such as the JK Audio 
Daptor Three, for instance). I also used 
a Marshall Electronics MicMatePro as 
a microphone interface and sound card. 

With such a quick processor, no 
issues arose with Audacity (my usual 
audio editing program). Half a gig more 
of processor speed does make a dif-
ference in the speed of cutting audio, 
watching video, and with a fast enough 
connection, Web surfing. 

BATTERY LIFE 
The test laptop was equipped with a 

six cell Li-Ion battery. Vista has a utility 
that allows users to select between power 
schemes that maximize battery life or 
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performance. I selected a scheme which 
balanced performance and battery life, 
and was able to get a consistent two and a 
half hours of running on batteries before I 
had to recharge. 

The DVD player would play Blu-ray 
discs, and export the video through an 
optional HDMI port — which means that 
the laptop should process HD video. So 
a very sophisticated HD sales presenta-
tion can easily be played for a client, by 
connecting the optional HDMI port to 
the client's video display. The Cyberlink 
7 DVD suite (standard) has a basic non-
linear video editing program, which can 
be used to assemble that sales or pro-
motional presentation in much the same 
manner as I'd use Audacity to assemble 
radio programs. With the webcam and 
3t4G wireless, an engineer could take 
the Durabook to the transmitter site and 
video chat with tech support if necessary. 

The only agitation during our test 
came from the operating system — 
and that is certainly not the fault of 
GammaTech but rather Microsoft. 
Though Vista had some neat features, it 
seemed more complex than it had to be, 
and it did not allow me to use my regular 
podcast generation program. My sugges-
tion would be to order this machine with 
Windows 7. (Editor's Note: According to 
GammaTech the DI4RM now ships with 
choice of Windows 7 or Vista.) 

The Durabook D14RM has a manufac-
turer's suggested retail price of $ 1,362. 
As shipped and equipped, the D14RM 
I tested sold for $ 1,627. You will see 
Durabooks in law enforcement vehicles 
all over the country. I suspect you may 
begin to see a few of these on the road 
in broadcast applications. The as-tested 

price for the D14RM is high, but in this 
case you really do get what you pay for. 
The physical protection capability of the 
unit itself (drop, shock, water and dust 
resistance, tough outer case) may be 
enough to justify its purchase. 

For information, contact GammaTech 
in California at (800) 995-8946 or visit 
www.gammatechusa.com. 

Paul Kaminski is the news director 
for the Motor Sports Radio Network, a 
contributor for CBS News. Radio, and 
since 1997, a contributor and columnist 
for Radio World. His e-mail address is 
motorsportsradioe msrpk.com. 

I MARKET 
PLACE 

GIMMEE A BEAT: 
For radio Dis doing 
the club thing, Denon 
DJ is debuting the 
DN-X1600 digital DJ mixer, 
a four-channel mixer with 
Alps 60 mm channel fad-
ers and a 45 mm crossfader. 

Accompanying each channel is 
a 16-segment LED meter and 

three-band EQ. A unique 
feature is V-Link, a 

technology courtesy 
of Edirol/Roland 
that allows for 
linking to Edirol 

video mixers. Unit 
includes 14 digital 

effects such as delay, 
echo, ping-pong delay and beat 

scratch. Info: www.denondj.com 

Where Great Radio Begins 
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"PR&E NetWave- consoles and the VistaMax— audio management system have 
long offered the premier platform for radio studios For many smaller facitities, 
however, digital audio networking has been cost- prohibitive. 

We're pleased to introduce three new hardware network interfaces that break down 
that price barrier .\IN/Connect-, VMXpress- and WV1Quadra— offer entry- point 
audio networking and lower the cost of seamless interconnection with automation 
systems and third- party devices And. as VistaMax harnesses both centralized and 
distributed architectures, they provide physical inputs and outputs where it makes 
sense for you - 

Joe Marshall. Product Line Manager for Radio Studio Solutions at Harris Broadcast 
Communications, is a key member of the PR&E product design team -- and is also 
on the front line, helping customers choose the best systems for their needs. 

Learn more at www.pre.com or ( 800) 622-0022. 

harris.corn assuredcommunicatione 
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'Fidelity' Losses and Your Radio Station 
The Key Concepts to Remember: Prevent, Protect, Insure & 

BY MARK E. BATTERSBY 

Sadly, chances are someone has stolen from your 
radio station or broadcasting equipment business. 

It may have been an isolated instance, it may be 
widespread and ongoing, but statistically, it has hap-
pened. Even worse, receding prosperity in our troubled 
economy may be to blame for a dramatic increase in 
theft losses. 

Even a business with no physical merchandise, no 
face-to-face cash transactions, may be susceptible to 
other forms of business theft and fraud. In fact, the U.S. 
Small Business Administration estimated in a 2008 
report that, even when retail theft such as shoplifting 
is included, two-thirds of business thefts are employee 
thefts rather than thefts or fraud committed by outsiders. 

That's right, massive losses such as those in the 
Madoff case and the subprime meltdown have made the 
headlines, but it is often the unsuspected threats such as 
embezzling employees, thieves, forgers and other cheats 
that threaten the financial health of many businesses. 
There's no reason radio can be considered exempt. 

Discovery of betrayal by a trusted employee or busi-
ness associate typically leads to disbelief, shock, anger 
and shame. 

With Radio Worlds 
Paul McLane, Leslie Stimson 

and Brett Moss 

Paralysis is understandable after 
the fact. However, actions taken 
before might have prevented 
the loss; insurance might help 
make the broadcasting operation 
whole; our tax laws will ease 
the bite of theft or fraud losses; 
and prompt action when the loss 
is discovered will not only miti-
gate its impact but can facilitate 
recovery. 

Recover 

EMBEZZLEMENT AND THEFT 
Ask the average owner or manager if 

he or she is concerned about embezzlement 
or employee theft and the likely response will 
be "I don't have to worry about that because: 

"My employees are all good, honest people." 
"We're just a small company." 
"My people have all been with me a long time, 
so I know whom I can trust." 
"We don't handle cash." 

(continued on page 26) 
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A FREE WEBINAR 
COMING TO A DESKTOP NEAR YOU. 

May 26, 2010 l 12:00 PM NOON EDT 

Not everyone has the time and resources available to see everything presented at 
the annual NAB Show in Las Vegas. Yet, keeping up with the news and significant 
technology introductions is vital to your job and career. We can help. 

Join us for a FREE executive briefing on the 25 Things You Might Have Missed 
at the NAB Show. The Radio World editorial team traveled the sessions and exhibit floors of the 
Las Vegas Convention Center to find the people, news and technology certain to have an impact on 
radio broadcasting and station operations throughout the coming year and beyond. 

Brought to you by: nn,M1gWORLD 
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TO REGISTER FREE, VISIT: http://radioworld.com/webinars/8 
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IRAUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 

The new tablemount Air 3 delivers supera broadcast 

quality and a great feature set at an extremely 

attractive price. The Air 3 gives you 12 stereo input 

fader channels (with both A and B balanced inputs 

on each channel), a 13th phone caller fader; two mic 

preamps, two program busses, a control room 

monitor, split cue, a built-in cue speakerland lots 

more. Its USB connection is patchable to any of your 

input faders and internally dipswitchable to pick up 

program 1 or program 2 output mixes. This lets the 

Air 3 interface with your desktop computer for news 

and music sweetening functions, or to stream audio 

mixes from and to the console. RJ-45 connectors 

keep your wiring simple and inexpensive. 

Completely made in the USA and available TODAY! 

f AUDIOARTS 

awl ..... 

• 12 stereo input fader channels 

• Remote START logic for each fader 

• 13th phone caller fader w/TB and auto MXM to caller 

• Two program busses with balanced outputs (switchable 
stereo or mono mode) 

• Two precision mic preamps 

• Studio output with independent source selection and 
CR to studio TB button 

• External input feeds the monitor section (for live air or 
pre-delay air monitoring) 

• USB connection for extra versatility 

• RJ45 connectors for low cost wiring 

12-CHANNELRADIO CONSOLE 

FLEXIBLE. AFFORDABLE. BUILT TO LAST. 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I mArw.vorsis.com I sales@wheatstone.com 
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FIDELITY 
(continued from page 24) 

If your answer matches any one of 
these statements, you are probably oper-
ating under a few misconceptions that 
could prove expensive to your business. 
If you think embezzlement or employee 
theft will never happen in your broad-
cast business, think again. 

Security experts say that as many 
as 30 percent of the average business's 
employees do steal, and another 60 
percent will steal if given a motive 
and opportunity. Some estimates indi-
cate that more than $600 billion is 
stolen annually, or roughly $4,500 
per employee. According to the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, about a third 
of all business failures each year can be 
traced back to employee theft and other 
employee crime. 

INSURE 
Because stealing can cost your opera-

tion a lot of money, the best way to 
avoid employee theft is to take steps to 
prevent it from ever happening. See the 
tips in the box for suggestions. 

But because employee theft or dis-
honesty can severely damage any radio 
station's bottom line or credit, create 
adverse publicity and disrupt operations, 
it's also almost a necessity to insure 
the operation from the employee who 
endangers the financial stability of the 
operation by stealing funds, equipment 
or proprietary information. 
When it comes to buying insurance, 

however, the owners and managers of 
many businesses are finding out what 
it feels like to be a teenager seeking an 
automobile liability policy. 

Insurers are cutting back on the 
amount of general liability coverage 
they will issue and, in some cases, rais-
ing rates sharply. 

Fortunately, "shopping" for available, 
affordable insurance such as "fidelity" 
insurance provides several options. 

Fidelity liability insurance provides 
coverage for the loss of money, securi-
ties or property due to employee theft. 
The term "employee" can include a non-
compensated officer of the company, 
former employees, temporary person-
nel, directors or trustees as well as regu-
larly employed personnel. 

Some fidelity liability policies also 
insure against losses resulting from 
employees by computer theft or elec-
tronic funds transfer fraud, and they 
cover employee dishonesty (required by 
ERISA) for the company's employee 
benefit plan. If the policy does not 
address these additional areas, protec-
tion can be purchased separately as: 

• Commercial crime coverage, which 
covers money and securities, stock 
and fixtures against theft, burglary 
and robbery both on and off the 
insured premises and from both 
employees and outsiders, or 

• Fidelity bonds, which cover business 
owners for losses due to dishonest 
acts by their employees. 

PROPER STEPS, PROPER TIME 
It should come as no surprise that 

insurance companies often deny or limit 
claims based on policy language or 
challenges to the policy itself. Thus, 
upon learning of a loss due to theft or 
fraud, a broadcasting business owner or 
manager should: 

progressive concepts 
305 South Bartlett Road • Streamwood, IL 60107 

PREVENTION FIRST 
While these steps are not foolproof, they can offer a measure of protection 
against employees raiding the till: 

• Perform background checks of prospective employees 
• Consider giving an "honesty test," a standardized, commercially available 

written test. On the downside, these tests are often inaccurate and may 
violate privacy and civil rights, although they do help keep out people with 
a propensity to steal. 

• Supervise your employees 
• Cultivate conducive, employee-employer relationships 
• Appropriately assign and separate employee responsibility, accountability 

and authority 
• Institute procedural controls involving receipt and payment of funds 
• Separate the functions of purchasing, ordering, receiving and payment 
• Institute protection measures (locks, alarms, safes, security guards) 
• Continually monitor and evaluate your business operations, making it hard 

to steal, and 
• Show a willingness to prosecute employees caught stealing 

• Immediately notify the insurance com-
pany, even if the full details remain to 
be determined. Many insurance com-
panies specify a period within which 
notice must be given. 

• Conduct an immediate, discreet inves-
tigation focusing on the scope of the 
loss, the identity of participants and 
the disposition of the stolen assets. 

• Implement immediate safeguards to 
prevent further losses. 

• Garner information for a fraud audit 
and an asset seizure auction. 

• Attempt to interview, secure a state-
ment and secure restitution from any 
dishonest employees. 

• Terminate dishonest employees. 
• Prepare and submit a "proof of loss" 

regarding the insurance claim. Most 
insurance policies have a specific time 
period within which a sworn proof of 

Mir -111•11F'1111111'ir 

Throwing it away isn't an option. 

Our competition may have led you to believe that 
you know them, or that you can trust them. But 

the plain truth is that they just want your cash, 

and lots of it! 

In a time when cash is scarce, a better concept 

in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to 
work for a smaller profit and pass the savings along 

to the customer. 

Realize the savings you can put in your pocket. 

Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today! 

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990 

www.progressive-concepts.com 

(630) 736-9822 

loss must be submitted; policyhold-
ers should comply or obtain a written 
extension. The initial submission may 
be supplemented, if the full nature 
or extent of loss is not known by the 
deadline. 

• Set a target for the earliest date when 
a lawsuit may be filed. Many fidelity 
insurance policies state that an action 
against the insurance company must 
be commenced within two years of 
discovery of a covered loss. 

Throughout, the station or broadcast-
ing business owner or manager should 
remember: 

• Do not make any promises to the dis-
honest employee that you will refrain 
from contacting the authorities; 

• Do not waive or release any claims 
against the dishonest employee or 
potentially secondary responsible par-
ties without complete restitution; and 

• Do not settle with any party without 
first contacting the insurance com-
pany. 

RECOVERY VIA TAX LOSSES 
Although lost profits are not tax 

deductible, Uncle Sam, in the form of 
our tax rules, stands ready to help every 
broadcasting business cope with theft 
and fraud losses. Theft losses generate 
embezzlement tax deductions. 

Under our tax rules, theft is defined 
as the taking and removing of money 
or property with the intent to deprive 
the owner of it. In the fine print, it 
reads, "The taking of property must be 
illegal under the law of the state where 
it occurred and it must have been done 
with a criminal intent." 

Theft losses, like most types of loss-
es, are usually tax deductible in the year 
sustained. However, under the tax rules, 
theft losses are actually "sustained" in 
the year when the station owner or 

(continued on page 28) 



Your Number One Source 
for Broadcast Equip-fi  eat! 

- 

Free Upgrade from QT1r.a 

Buy an Omnia 5EX FM and get a Free upgrade to an 
Omnia 6EX 

Nx6 Bundle from 

The new Telas Nx6 Talkshow System now packaged 
with a Desktop Director and Assistant Producer call 

screening software. Call for package pricing. 

11)1.-1.1=1=, UR-20 Six Pack! 

Get a 6-Pack of KOSS UR-20's for only $89! 

Dixon 
Systems.. NM -250 MKII 

• 

.• • c_ c_ c.a.' 

Designed Specifically for Newsroom/Workstation 
Operation with Optional USB interface. 

Priced at $999.00 

, Problem Solvers for Transmitters 

and Studios from bdi 

SWP-200: Calibrated RF Power Meter & RF Switch Controller for Digital and Analog RF applications. 
Starting at $ 1,795. 

ATB-300: Analog 8. Digital synchronous audio switcher DA with programmable features. Starting at $1,995. 

GPM-300: Analog & Digital 8x8 synchronous cross point switcher with programmable features. Starting at $2,195. 

DAB-300:Dual path switch designed for use in digital audio IBOC routing. Allows for synchronous switching of 
analog and digital audio paths simultaneously. Starting at $2,495 

PowerStation from 

The Indestructible Console Engine. Audio-over-IP has 
never been more affordable. Call for special pricing. 

ES-102U NAB Special. 

ES-102U: Low-cost yet accurate GPS Master 
Clock/Time Code Generator. Priced at $ 1,199. 

Special pricing ends May 31st. 

Cleet-511 Anywhere! 

lirem mom •: 

A Multiband Processor you can use everywhere! 
AirTools Multiband Processor 2M $2199 MSRP 

Broadcasters General Store 
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc 
Visit our "Bargain Barn" on the web! 
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Do-It-Yourself Research 
Even Lacking a Real Budget, 

You Can Gather Invaluable Info 

As I talk with program directors 
around the USA, I find a recurring theme 
concerning research: There isn't much. 
I repeatedly hear that the research 

budget, once a favorite target of cuts, 
isn't being cut anymore — because 
there hasn't been research money allo-
cated for several years. 

"Rolm 
POWER 

Mark Lapidus & 

The result is that we now have more 
PDs than ever making uneducated 
guesses as to what their audiences want 
from them. 

Worse, several of the younger PDs 
with whom I've spoken are absolutely 
convinced they know what their audi-
ence likes, or doesn't like, based on 
personal intuition. It hasn't occurred to 
them that they bring their own bias and 
baggage to divining what they believe 
their listeners are thinking. 

While I have no magic wand that will 
return research budgets to you, I am 
suggesting that PDs now need to make a 
greater effort at gathering opinions from 
target audiences that may shed a least a 
little light on decision-making. 

Make no mistake, however: This is 
not a substitute for real research exe-
cuted by professionals who can- help 
recruit/screen, ask the proper questions 
and interpret answers into action items 
that produce positive ratings results. 

What can you hope to accomplish 
and how do you start? 

You're not going to be able to do 
proper perceptual or music research, but 
you can do focus groups. The simplest 
method is to conduct a series of "listener 
advisory board" panels, in which you 
ask several groups the same questions 
to determine if there are patterns in the 
answers you receive. 

CAREFUL QUESTIONS 
Your first step is determining a 

"screener." The goal of the screener is 
find people for your research group who 
match the core of your target demo. 

For example, if you are a sports FM 
station that doesn't carry baseball, you 
are likely looking for men 18 to 40 who 
consume at least two hours of sports 
entertainment per week and listen to 
your radio station. 

After determining who you're look-
ing for, how do you find them? 

Your website, Facebook page and 
your own airwaves are great places 
to find recruits. Another method is to 
try Craigslist or another local classi-
fied vehicle that is likely to reach your 
target. Advertise that you are seeking 
people who have opinions about music, 
or sports, or talk — whatever you're 
researching. Offer an incentive such as 
small sums of cash, tickets or T-shirts to 
pump up participation. 

You're trying to find 10 to 15 people 
who can meet for about an hour one 
early evening or on a weekend. You'll 
want to schedule three or four separate 
groups of people. Why so many? Some 
won't show even when they tell you 
they'll be there; and the group size has 
to big enough that you obtain a variety 
of opinions. 

STATION SERVICES 
Sound Ideas 

for Building Businesssm 

:30/:60- sec. Radio Features 

Something New Every Month! 

GraceBroadcast.com 

Common Ground for 

Uncommonly Successful 

Sales Professionals 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers. 
For information on affordable advertising call David 

at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarsonenbmedia.com. 

Consider asking questions about your 
on-air talent, the layout of your website, 
your Facebook page, what you do with 
Twitter, your contests and what your 
panel thinks of your direct competitors. 
Do not ask the group questions about 
how they might feel about something 
offered in the future. 

It's vital that the moderator not lead 
the group to answers. The minute a mod-
erator expresses his or her own opinion 
about a question, the entire session is in 
jeopardy. This is why I recommend hav-
ing someone else moderate your panels 
while you watch from a corner of the 
room. Perhaps you can find a program 
director from a sister station with whom 
you can trade groups. 
A moderator must be careful about 

the dynamic of each focus group. When 
it's obvious that one person is lead-
ing every question, the moderator must 

FIDELITY 
(continued from page 26) 

manager discovers the loss. Thus, a 
theft loss is not deductible in the tax 
year in which the theft actually occurs 
unless that also happens to be the year 
in which the loss was discovered. 

Going one step further: If, in the 
year of discovery, a reasonable pos-
sibility of reimbursement for any loss 
exists, the deduction cannot be taken 
until that reimbursement is actually 
made or ruled out as likely. Remember, 
the basic rule states that in order for 
losses to be deductible, there must be a 
"closed transaction." 

In order to deduct a theft loss, a 
business owner or manager must be 
able to show there was a theft as well 
as support the amount claimed as a 
deduction. For a theft loss, this means 
being able to show the following: 

May 19, 2010 

One powerful DIY 

research tool is the focus 

group or ' listener advisory board.' 

intercede and pull opinions out of other 
participants. 
When asking questions concerning 

talent, it's a great idea to use recordings 
(the same ones for each group). Make 
sure these are short enough to keep 
people's interest but long enough to be 
representative. Ask the group what they 
liked and what they didn't. 

Finally, when you do focus groups, 
you must be open to hearing things 
about your radio station that make you 
uncomfortable. Since you have pride 
in your product, it's not easy hearing 
negativity, or views that fly the face 
of what you believe. 

Remember, the key to being a great 
program director is being a great lis-
tener! 

The author is president of Lapidus 
Media. Contact him at marklapiduse 
verizon.net. 

• When it was first discovered that 
property was missing 

• That your property was stolen 
• That you were the owner of the 

property 
• Whether a claim for reimbursement 

exists for which there is a reason-
able expectation of recovery. 

The cost can be steep — and, in 
instances of employee thefts such as 
embezzlement, devastating. 

The way the broadcasting operation 
protects itself before such losses occur, 
maintains insurance protection, reacts 
to the theft and understands the recov-
ery possibilities offered under our tax 
laws are important. Also important is 
the range of professional advice avail-
able every step of the way. 

Mark Battersby is a tax and finan-
cial writer based in the suburban 
Philadelphia community of Ardmore, 
Pa. 
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LIVE365 LAUNCHES 

'FAITHCASTING' PACKAGES 

Promising churches and other organizations "an 
easy and affordable way to spread the Word," Live365, 
an Internet broadcasting network, 

launched " Faithcasting" Internet 
radio packages. The company said 
targeted users include " mega-
churches, small rural churches, 
organizations and passionate 
individuals" who wish to reach 
worldwide audiences. --

Services start at $99 a month 
and include software and broadcasting tools as well as 

• . •Nio 

phone and e-mail support. 
The company also offers distribution through 

Live365.com, iPhone, Blackberry, Windows Mobile and 
devices such as TiVo and WDTV Live. 

"Seeing an increase in demand for faith-based 
broadcasting services, Live365 recently added custom 
features targeted to the needs of this growing mar-
ket," it stated. 

"For example, Faithcasters 
have the option of including a 
'Donation' button on the custom 
player window for their station, 
which also can be embedded on 
their website. As always, Live365 
also covers all fees for royalty orga-
nizations, including ASCAP, BMI, 
SESAC, and SoundExchange." 

Info: www.live365.com/pro/faithcast.live 

TAKING IT TO THE 'HOMEFRONT' 

Danny Lipford, a home improvement expert, is 
in his second year with the syndicated radio show 
"Homefront with Danny Lipford." 

Lipford took over the show in 2009 after the death 
of host Don Zeman. Along with co-host Allen Lyle, 
Lipford answers call- in questions from listeners, inter-
views guests such as home designer Kathy Ireland, and 
"shares adventures and misadventures from the world 
of home improvement." 

Lipford also is known for his 
Emmy-nominated TV show "Today's 
Homeowner with Danny Lipford" and 
regular appearances on The Weather 
Channel and "The Early Show" on CBS. 

Info: E-mail Danny Lipford Media at 
bill@dannylipford.com. 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE 
Receivers 

DAYTON INDUSTRIALCORPORATION 
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 
Tel: ( 941) 351-4454 Email: sales@daytonindustrial.com 
Web Site: www.DaytonIndustrial.com 

OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on 
professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring 
and translators. The AFC3 is a three receiver rack 
mount that is configured to your EAS or monitoring 
specific application. Each receiver has internal fre-
quency selection (PLL) switches, frontpanel con-
trols and indicators, and rear panel connections. 

Price: Approximately $1300 
(depending on receiver choice) 

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOM 
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers. 
All receivers are PLL(synthesized) designs using the latest 
state of the art components and are available as stand alone 
receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations. 

Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980. 

AS YOU UPGRADE YOUR STATION 

UPGRADE YOUR REMOTE CONTROL 

THE MOST ADVANCED IP 8z POTS 

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM ON 

THE MARKET 

WWW.AARLON.COM 

(713) 722-0169 

FLM300 

FLX Series beauty is more 
skin deep. A: great llooking user 

interface allows better control of all 
parameters. A shiny stainless steel 
finish provides durability. A stylish 
low profile offers most power in its 
size. Call today to learn more about 
the new winner from Bext. 

bext@bext.coL 38 23, 846: 

• ADVANCED WATTCHMAN 

MONITOR/ALARM 

1 
• 

Analog/Digital Power Monitor 

• Network Interface for Setup, 

Monitoring, Alerts and Datalogging 

• Audible, Visual and email Alerts 

with Failsafe Operation 

• Bright Fluorescent Display of 

Forward and Reflected Power 

• Two Year Limited Warranty 

4184111, 
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KK Broadcast Engineering 

AM Ground Systems Co. 
www,amgroundsystems,com 

1.877.766. 1999 
PhyMcMAMSne 

Services 
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Repair 
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BROADCAST E I UIPMENT EXCHANGE 
BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

BUY - SELL - TRADE 
Your # 1 Source 

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment 

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com 
Or call and we will fax it to you. 

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220 

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com 

ACOUSTICS 

AcousticsFirst 
888-765-2900 

Fuil product line for sound 

control & noise elimination. 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

ANTENNAS/TOWERS 

r a 

AM & FM Tower Signs 

ASR-Tower Registration 

Standard & Custom signs  

Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tags 

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS 

ntennalDemsn.com 
Free Catalog 
610-458-8418 

www.antennalD.com 

WANT TO SELL 

FCC COMPLIANCE 

TOWER SIGNS 

• 

AUDIO PROCESSING 
(INCLUDES ON-AIR) 

WANT TO BUY 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI 
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's 
& any other old tube compres-
sor/limiters, call after 3PM CST 
- 214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@ 
yahoo.com. 

AUTOMATION 
EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 

It's free and it has been 
expanded. The only cost is 
to keep us informed as to 
how the system is perform-
ing and let us know how you 
are using it. DIY-DJ, is a Linux 
based radio automation system 
and now sports a record sched-
uler (DIY- DJ-RECORDER) which 
allows you to schedule the 
recording of a network or any 
other program for replay later 
as well as a basic logging sys-
tem. Beside these additions the 
system schedules music, does 
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the 
vocal), create a shell, live assist, 
exact time events, join satel-
lite feeds, automated tempera-
ture announce, do unattended 
remote events and more. Call 
(406) 679-0527 or email krws@ 
digitaldevelopment.net for a 
copy today. 

COMPLETE FACILITIES 

NEW OR USED S 
COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER 
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBI-

NATION OF ABOVE 
-LEASE OPTIONS-

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-
-REMOTE BROADCAST 

RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040 
S"You Know We Know Radio" 

CONSOLES/MIXERS/ 

ROUTERS 

Arrakis 1200-155 15-chan-
nel console for sale, several 
years old, been in storage 2 
years, worked great then, 
includes power supply and 
spare parts. Contact help@ 
chapmanradio.com. 

WANT TO BUY 

ADM (audio designs and 
manufacturing) 70s era con-
soles and parts. Al @ agrun-
wel@twcny.rr.com. 

MICROPHONES/ 

HEADPHONES/ 

SPEAKERS/AMPS 

WANT TO BUY 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@ 
yahoo.com. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE 
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom, 
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich 
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha, 
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email: 
CGoodrich@tconl.com 

WANT TO BUY 

Collector wants to buy: old 
vintage pro gears, compres-
sor/limiter, microphone, 
mixing consoles, ampli-
fiers, mic preamps, speak-
ers, turntables, EQ working 
or not, working transform-
ers (UTC Western Electric), 
Fairchild, Western Electric, 
Langevin, RCA, Gates, 

Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins. 
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035 

2" plastic "spot" reels 6.5 
or 8" diameter, as used for 
quad video. Wayne, Audio 
Village, 760-320-0728 or 
audiovIg@gte.net. 

Equipment Wanted: obso-
lete, or out of service broad-
cast recording gear, amplifiers, 
preamps, outboard, radio or 
mixing consoles, microphones, 
etc. Large lots acceptable. 
Pickup or shipping can be 
discussed. 443-854-0725 or 
ajkivi@gmail.com. 

I'm looking for San Francisco 
radio recordings from the 
1920's through the 1980's. 
For example newscast, talk 
shows, music shows, live band 
remotes, etc. Stations like 
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, 
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, 
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I 
will pay for copies... Feel free to 
call me at 925-284-5428 or you 
can email me at ronwtamm@ 
yahoo.com. 

Looking for a broadcast 
excerpt of a SanFrancisco 
Giant's taped off of KSFO 
radio from 1959, interviews 
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes 
& some play by play excerpts, 
also features a homerun by 
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou 
stealing second base, running 
time is 18:02, also looking for SF 
Giants games and/or highlights 
from 1958-1978 also taped off 
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428 
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com. 

Looking for KFRC signoff 
radio broadcast from 1930 
Andy Potter, running time is 
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen 
the program guest is Susanne 
Caygill, a discussion of wom-
en's affairs with a long promo-
tion for Caygill's appearance 
at a local store. Anne Truax, 
Susanne Caygill, running time 
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or 
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com. 

Looking for KTIM FM radio 
shows from 1981-1984 if 
possible unscoped. R Tamm, 
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@ 
yahoo.com. 

RECORDING & 

PLAYBACK HARDWARE 

WANT TO BUY 

Large or small collections of 
16" transcriptions or 12" tran-
scriptions, not commercial LPs. 
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357. 

Schnader telescriptions 16 

mm musical films produced in 
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719-
687-6357. 

Standard Short-tune series. 
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357. 

REMOTE & MICROWAVE 

S WE RENT FOR LESS 

Blueboxes FM Exciters 
Zephyrs FM Power Amps 
POTS Codecs STL's 
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment 

If we don't have it, we will get it! 
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040 
"You Know We Know Radio" 

STATIONS 

WANT TO SELL 

AM Station in Rome, NY, 
$100K, FM xlators in 
Jacksonville, NC, Taylorsville, 
IL, Hopkinsville, KY. mraleyw 
blm ru ed 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
EQUIPMENT 

Donations Needed: All 
Volunteer, Non-profit Low 
Power community radios sta-
tions need Equipment. Will 
offer tax deduction letter, You 
determine donation value, We 
will pay shipping. Equipment 
shared between three 
Wisconsin stations. Looking for 
Mics, Mixers, field equipment, 
etc. You name it. Email: Dan© 
WIECradio.org. 

dotol 
Nd' 

...and so are the potential 
buyers for your products 

and services. 

"="----"-•-•-t•cye 

- 

OR:.,:, 

Radio World's Classifieds section is a great plan- to find things 
for your business, and a great place for prospects to find you' 

Contact David Carson at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 

or e-mail dcarson@nbmedia.com 

TRANSMITTERS/ 
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS 

WANT TO SELL 

FCC Certified 
FM Stereo Transmitter 

SOW RF output, continuous duty! 
V Auto protect with auto soft fail & 

auto restore! 
e Automatic battery backup! 
e Digital display of all parameters 
V Perfect for LPFM, Translators, 

as well as stand-alone exciters 
www.ramseyelectronics.com 

800-446-2295 

ram ey In Our 36th Year! — 

(CA AM 10,000 D — Call John 
KOSS 928-595-0263 between 
10 & 6 PM Pacific Time. 

OFF THE AIR? 
Emergency Back-up Rentals 

FM Exciters - Sirs - 

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas - 

Studio & Test Equipment 

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040 
s"YOU Know We Know Radio" 

BE FM 10B 10kW xmtr w/ 
FX 50 exciter, 1997 vintage in 
vgc, clean, new blower inst in 
Feb 2010, unit works well and 
has been properly cared for, 
has been in back-up ser since 
late 2008, currently on 93.3, 
$15000 buyer arranges & ships. 
R Chambers, Sierra Bdctg Corp, 
Susanville, CA. 800-366-9162. 

ES 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Transmitters and Broadcast EquipmenÉ for Radio & Television 
Used FM Transmitters 

1 KW 1991 
1 KW 2009 
1 KW 1996 
2 KW 2001 
2 KW 2005 
3.5+1.75 KW HD 2007 
4 KW 2007 
5 KW 1995 
5 KW 1991 
14+5 KW HD 2005 
20 KW 2005 
25 KW 1997 
27.5 KW 1988 
35 KW 1986 

BE FM1B 
Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state 
Marti PNP1000, solid state 
BE FM2-C, solid state 
Harris Z2, solid state 
BE FMi301, solid state 
BE FM4C, solid state 
Continental 815C, solid state 
Harris HT5 
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state 
BE FM20S, solid state 
Harris HT25CD 
Continental 816R4B, solid state IPA 
BE FM35A 

Used AM Transmitters 

5 KW 1987 
5 KW 1987 
50 KW 2006 

Harris MW5B 
Harris SX5A, solid state 
Harris 3DX50 Destiny 

Exciters 

•New' 30W Synthesized exciters 
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter 
Used BE FXi250 FM & HD exciter with ENGINE card 
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator 
Used Bird Wattmeter 

Please visit our webs/fe, 
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings. 

Ii ---11A 
,ontbueted eteonic..5 

crown BrOROCRST 

Rat 
naute 

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Dioitai  
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix 

VHF and UHF TV Antennas 
(10 Wto 10 KW) TV STL 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361 

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com 
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TUBES 

• 

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at 

our award winning facility in Woodland California! 

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high 

quality power tube rebuilding. 

CONSULTANTS 
OWL ENGINEERING. INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 

• AM4MiNCE Applications 

• Allocation and Upgrade Studies 
• Pr,-- Purchase Inspections 

•Jesi and MRS( Measurements 
• Aet Directional Arras: Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments 

.*:-ne ( 651) 784-7541 E-mail: inharrowleng.com "Member AFCCE" 

651-784-7445 
• Tower Detuning 

• Intermodulation Studies 

• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 

Serving Broadcasters 

Since 1948 

9049 Shady Grove Court 

Gaithersburg, MD 26877 

Mullaney (301)921-0115 
En imeering, 11C. Fax ( 307)590-9757 

tinisit•i AWE rnullaneyeemullengr cum 

M. Celenza 
Communications Consultant 

AM-FM-LPFM-TV 
$250.00 FM Frequency Studies 

Applications, Amendments, Allocations 
PHONE: (631)965-0816 
FAX: (631)403-4617 

EMAIL: 
mcelenzacommunicationsconsultant 

@yahoo.com 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry 

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
9,74 Cat llllll Kral, Stole K 

Carlsbad. California 92008 

i7180 438-4420 Fax, 17611, 430-4750 

ha. Mlle.'''. 0.111 mch v.,..oreorn on. 

TUNWALL RADIO 
TRC-3 CONTROLLER 

3-SWITCH CONTROLLER FOR COMBINER SYSTEMS 
PREPROGRAMMED COMPATIBLE WITH ALL COAX SWITCHES 

330.995.9642 www.tunwallradio.com 

GRAHAMBROCK, INC. 
BROADCAST TECHNIC'S! CONSL I I 4, s 

Full Service From Allocation ni 

)perabon AM/fM/FV/A1 ' X !Yen ices. 

Field Mink Antenna and 

Facihtier. 

Over 45 rears engineering 
anti con .suiling experienti• 

912 -638 -8028 

202 -393 -5133 

• I SI and 1 \ 

prealio ion. and L.pgrade sloalics 

• Broadcast transmission facility 

design 

• FCC applications preparation 

• Cnniaci Clarence M. Beverage or 

Laura M. Mizrabi for addigional 
information 

i\Communicistions Tech ies, 
sod. hstitts-sivIlrat. fly.la•nr, Cort..Aorn. 

Po. Box 1130. Marlton, NJ C04053 

'Feb 1056, 985.00-7 Fax ( 85(v1985•812-i 

I)oug Vernier 

Broadcast Engineering Consulting 
AMFM,TV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 
Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

o ft 
Software 
Vil.24:147.11",1,1111,11,WIRTICParell 

Software for your PC 

(8 0 0) 7 4 3 - 3 6 8 4 
www.v-soft.com 

MUCDWORLD 
Eqili/niwni Eveharige 

ISO 9001 Certified 
The Choice of Successful 
Broadcasters Since 1934 

NEW POWER TUBES 

Triodes 
Tetrodes 
Pentodes 

NEW SOCKETS & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Worldwide Availability 

Made in U.S.A. 

CALL 800-4'14-8823 
Intl (650) 592-1221 
Fax (650) 592-9988 

Visit our Web Site at 
www.eimac.com 

16« &warm 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr sersice on e, nsmnfing tubes & 
sockets/parts, new & rcmuill call Goodrich 
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night, 
www.goodrichenterprises.com. 

30 year experienced Chief Engineer/ 
Engineering Manager in top 50 and top10 
markets available for fulltime employment. 
Fully qualified in, design installation and 
maintenance of RF, HD, and Studio facilities. 
Audio processing expert. Excellent manage-
ment and communication skills. Resume 
request: tedlevin@bellsouth.net. 

Multi-talented manager available for 
your family-friendly station or group. 
More than 30 years' experience in many 
areas including: management, announcing, 
engineering, webmaster, IT, sales training 
and coaching. Send details about your mid 
or upper level management opening to: 
president@sonshinemedia.net 

C Electronics 

An International 
Distributor of RF Components 

Tubes 
NEW & REBUILT 

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS. ANTENNAS. 

RADIO DATA SYSTEM FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY) 

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, 114D10 LINK 

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS 

SVETLANA 

PeCES 

• I') ). Box 
Spring MILIt *41 ,11 BEST SERVICE 

• Kelesile: .••tti.daniltelettrienie.mon • • - • ......... • • • • • - • . • 

e•••••ameabou ower 
Pro-Tek® 

EEV 
USA DISTRIBUTOR 

To Order: 

1-800-881-2374 

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800 

Se Habla Español 

= 

enou — owe s_ 
rock. 

• 

.17,2 - . 7 sun • 

lis. - 4 Nt-, 4 

So Habla Espanol We Export 

MAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA 
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping 

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors 

• ‘i 

rfp@rfparts.com 

Outgoing, charismatic and responsi-
ble. Strong programming abilities, on-air/ 
behind the scenes. Very organized. Good 
show prep. Proficient technical skills. Vast 
sports knowledge. Charlie, 469-835-7075 or 
chargp03@yahoo.com. 

Unique, dynamic personality with pas-
sion seeks opportunity to learn and 
grow in radio. On-air talent including 
Music/Sports. Strong copywriting ability. 
Jeremy Red, 214-650-4283 or redmanaf@ 
hotmail.com. 

Female with strong digital editing 
abilities. Extremely creative. Good show 
prep skills. Dependable and focused. 

737-2787 760-744-0700 
www.rfpa rts.com 

Energetic and friendly. Self-motivated, 
independent and passionate. Jalee'cia, 
682-518-4374 or jaleecia18@yahoo.com. 

Goal driven, yet detail oriented pro-
duction specialist with copywriting, and 
voiceover experience. Very tech savvy, 
with practical knowledge of studio opera-
tions and applications. Larry, dz Idr@ 
yahoo.com. 

Innovative on-air talent looking for 
new challenges. Freelance voice/creative 
copywriter. Good with character voices 
and comedy bits. Strong Production/Digital 
Editing skills. James, 817-551-7741 or 
jamesdarter@gmail.com. 



If a tree in the forest falls and there is no one near, 
does it make a sound? 

If the countryside is being chewed up 
by a tornado but the local radio 
station is on auto-pilot, will there 
be an alert? 

I'd not want to be the GM of any 
radio station that did not respond in 
a real emergency. I'd have difficulty 
facing my listeners, and, particularly 
my advertisers. Your station depends on 
both for a living. Give-back cannot be any 
more important than the proper response to 
a real emergency. 
How to make sure you don't drop the most 

important ball? 
Resolve now to get intimately involved with 

your local emergency services, first responders, 
city and county and regional leaders. Make sure 
they know how to reach several of your key people 

OPINION RADIOWORLD May 19, 2010 

READER'SFORUM 

T1 SUPPORT 

In a recent issue of Radio World, Bob Ladd of 
WMYR(AM)/WCNZ(AM) noted his difficulties with 
a TI connection being down for months waiting for 
repairs. This amazes me, since the major advantage of 
the TI is that this can be avoided. 

The TI is a tariffed service; rates and minimum 
uptimes are regulated by the government. Unlike with 
an untariffed DSL connection, the telco can be fined 
severely if the service is not repaired promptly. 

Much of what you pay extra for when you purchase 
a TI is that peace of mind. 

tive from Verizon calling me up and asking me why I 
hadn't escalated the problem. A truck with an actual 
competent technician arrived the next day and the prob-
lem was sorted out by moving my circuit to a different 
pair in a damaged trunk. 
May I strongly suggest that, even though some time 

has elapsed, Mr. Ladd write a short letter to the Florida 
Public Service Commission describing his experience 
with the telco and what he finally wound up having to 
do when the problem was never resolved. 

If nothing else it will probably prevent such prob-
lems from happening to others in his area. 

Scott Dorsey 
Kludge Audio 

Williamsburg, Va. 

.113 ARE YOU ALERT-READY? 

The Ills a tariffed service. The 
telco can be fined severely if the 
service is not repaired promptly. 

- Scott Dorsey 

A customer of mine recently had a difficulty with a 
tariffed data circuit that went down at irregular intervals. 

After I spent two days on the phone with people at 
Verizon who hardly spoke English and did not under-
stand what I was saying when I quoted bit error rates to 
them, I finally got them to roll a truck. The technician 
who arrived had never seen the service and suggested 
the problem probably was with my ISP. In the process 
he also managed to disconnect the office voice line. 
I faxed a letter describing the issue to the state public 

utility commission, and within an hour I had an execu-

ANORLD 
dc LlicLicuci 

Workbench helps me 
keep my level of engineer 
knowledge high enough so 
I can communicate and 
budget with the tech folks. 
It's a must-read. 

Dean Sorenson 
Sorenson Broadcasting 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 

wlenv.heileound.com 

in a descending-order telephone tree — at home, on 
mobile, via close friends and relatives. 
Make sure they know that your people will react ... 

that they may have to send a helicopter, four-wheel-
drive vehicle or snowcat to pick them up but that your 
people will respond and perform in the most vital link 
your listeners and your community can rely on. 

Day-of-disaster is a poor time to try to get acquaint-
ed with the emergency leaders in your community. The 
new EAS CAP-capable gear will be only an expense if 
you don't work now to get really close to the obvious 
people in your community. 

If your tower is not on the ground, 
how will you face your public? 

Dave Burns 
Richmond, Ind 

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers. 
Radio World assumes no liability lor inaccurac 
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AM, OUT IN FRONT 

Kudos to Paula Triplett for a "spot-on 
response (March 10, Letters) to Scott Taylor's 
"chip-on-his-shoulder" rant about AM radio. 
I had no idea what Taylor was trying to prove 

in his Jan. 1 commentary and finally decided 
that he simply had an old axe to grind with 
an AM owner/manager, maybe someone who 
wouldn't hire him, or fired him. 

He wrote like a typical radio-wannabe, 
attempting to show us that he is much smarter 
than the rest of us who have been making a 
good living and proudly serving our com-
munities for many years with AM radio 
stations ... people like Harry Hoyler, for 
example (Jan. 1, Letters) and of course, 
Paula and the Finger Lakes Radio Group, 
and hundreds of other small-market opera-
tions around the country — people Taylor 
obviously never contacted. But when you 
already know it all, why bother to be 
confused with the facts? 

Taylor is welcome anytime to take a 
look at our AM facility and meet our 
team — people who love the adventure 
that is small-market AM radio and are 
proud of what we do for our com-
munities. 

Here in northwestern North 
Dakota we didn't participate in the 
recession, and we are well into our sixth 
record year in a row, with our AM station solidly lead-
ing the way. Are we facing challenges? Of course; and 
we appreciate each and every one of them and how 
hard they work to keep us on our toes. 

With people like Harry and Paula, and here in the 
west, our Cherry Creek philosophy of small-market radio 
management and sales, I have never been more optimistic 
about the future of good old-fashioned R-A-D-I-O, with 
AM out there in front, where it has always been. 
Way to go Paula! 
If anyone wants an e-mail edition of our monthly 

newsletter, e-mail me at jwansonecherrycreekradio. 
corn and put "Newsletter" in the subject line. 

Joel Swanson 
General Manager 

KEYZ(AM)/KYYZ(FM)/KTHC(FM) 
Cherry Creek Northern Plains Radio 

Williston, N.D./Sidney, Mont. 

DON'T KILL THE MESSENGER 
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After a careful rereading of Scott Taylor's article 
"AM, Losing Its Grip on Reality," and in spite of some 
of the vehement rebuttal comments, he makes several 
valid points: 

I. Many small-market AM operators are struggling and 
in severe financial stress. 

2. Some AM owners are in fact terminating their opera-
tions due to more lucrative opportunities for their 
facilities and properties. 

3. Outdated analog equipment is still widely used by 
many stations. 

4. New technologies are often not being implemented 
into operations. 
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in touch. Joel Swanson is general manager. The Northern Plains Radio Network uses this newsletter to keep 

5. Competing technologies are putting up 
significant competition. 

6. People are losing their jobs or having to work part 
time just to stay in the industry. 

These are a few of the points that Mr. Taylor made, 
and it seems to me that all of these points are valid to 
one degree or another. 

Very few young people in this country actually listen 
to AM. As a former educator teaching communications 
courses, I took yearly unscientific surveys and deter-
mined that in my classes, very few of my students had 
ever tuned into AM other than to see what the AM button 
does. Operators who do not change with the times 
are in serious trouble of being irrelevant. 

Though many may disagree with Mr. 
Taylor's comments, he simply stated what he 
observed firsthand. 

Obviously, many AM operators are doing the 
right things, making good business decisions, 
making a living and a profit. We do however 
need to refrain from "wanting to kill the messen-
ger" as to the precarious state of affairs that many 
small AM operators find themselves in. 

Daryl Alligood 
Retired Educator 

Raleigh, N. C. 

LOST IN TRANSLATION 

I'd like to address translators and the effects they 
can have on local stations. I believe translators 
are good if they are used for the right reasons. 
But when other stations (and much of the time it 
is multiple station owners) put in translators with 
basically the same type of format, this really takes 
revenue from the local operator. 
The translator people don't have multiple families 

to support in that community or the major investment 
of a main radio station, yet they are allowed to take a 
piece of the pie that the local station needs. 
I feel that there should be some way that a trans-

lator should have to do at least 51 percent different 
programming than main stations to at least give the 
local station a fairer playing field. 

Mark Taylor 
President 

Sky High Broadcasting 
Neosho, Mo. 

RVV ON SW 

Paul, please pass my congratulations to James Careless 
for his fine article on shortwave in the latest RW. 
I of course am one of the habitual supporters of 

shortwave to some areas of the world that he talks 
about — in the ever-increasing minority. But he did 
an excellent job covering most aspects of the pro/con 
argument(s) in his succinct piece. 

George Woodard 
McKinney, Texas 

LEAVING LAS VEGAS 

James Withers' article on Las Vegas "The Show 
Behind the Show" (March 24) mentions: "The Strip 
was not even part of Las Vegas back then," a reference 
to 1940s development of the Flamingo Hotel. 

In fact, it's still not. Unless you're north of Sahara 
Avenue, nothing on the Strip is in the City of Las Vegas. 

Larry Fuss 
President 

Contemporary Communications 
Las Vegas 

l'he hind  Show 

As I have read, some stations are experiencing 
tough times. When the economy is down, it can make 
it really tough on smaller-market stations. 
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OPINION 

CopperLan Offers Benefits to Broadcasters 
The System Offers Manufacturers a Ready-Made Toolset for Control 

BY DAVID HERSCOVITCH AND 
ERIC LUKAC-KURUC 

CopperLan is a comprehensive sys-
tem for command and control, combin-
ing software, middleware, protocol and 
procedures for computing platforms and 
embedded devices. 

I COMMENTARY 
Currently running on OS-X, Windows, 

embedded Linux and other dedicated 
microcontroller implementations, it 
offers manufacturers of equipment and 
software applications a ready-made tool-
set to turn their products into intelligent 
networked nodes easily. 

UNIFIED THEORY 
The CopperLan native network 

topology is an abstract definition that 
can be applied to any existing or future 
physical connectivity solution. 

In other words, the CopperLan neu-
tral topology can be conformed to the 

CopperLan® 

this zero-configuration network caters 
to full functionality, enabling remote 
editing from another piece of equip-
ment. 

Since CopperLan does not impose 
or imply audio streaming, it is equally 
useful for stations utilizing analog or 
digital audio. So even where every piece 
of equipment does not employ digital 

The time is overdue for broadcast to adopt a unified 
topography where all equipment communicates regardless 
of cabling type, manufacturer or location. 

specifics of Ethernet, USB, Firewire, 
etc. through a network adaptation layer. 
Thanks to its abstract upper topology, 
CopperLan can make a heterogeneous 
multi-network system appear unified. 

Being non-IP based, it does not dis-
turb other protocols sharing the same 
wires. This perfectly fulfills the goal of 
CopperLan to work as an independent 
layer of communication that is comple-
mentary to audio streaming or any other 
purpose, such as web access. 

Systems employing CopperLan are 
self-configuring and allow for hot-plug-
ging. There is no need for libraries to 
describe the capabilities of the added 
equipment. Each device is self-declared, 
exposing its parameters in plain text. 
This allows real-time device explora-
tion and editing, remote feedback and 
display, as well as system-wide instant 
warnings. 

CopperLan does not mandate the 
use of computers. Editing and other 
advanced features can be based on sim-
ple displays as typically found on hard-
ware front panels. 

For equipment lacking a text display, 

audio, all station gear can participate in 
a unified command and control archi-
tecture. 

Just like MI has benefited greatly 
from the MIDI standard, the time is 
overdue for broadcast to adopt a unified 
topography where all equipment com-
municates regardless of cabling type, 
manufacturer or location. 

Speaking of location, the ability for 
VPN tunneling offers remote manage-
ment and troubleshooting — a boon 
for stations lacking permanent technical 
staff or programming remote broad-
casts. 

The need for the subtle combina-
tion of resilience and security is neatly 
addressed by CopperLan's peer-to-peer 
distributed intelligence. 

For example, the loss of a connection 
will not break down the entire system 
as there is no "master" unit in the entire 
setup. Virtual connections can be (self-) 
locking, preventing accidental discon-
nections. Data transfer type messages 
can be encrypted, and since the whole 
system is non-IP based, there is no 
access for potential hacking. 

CopperLan sports a total-recall setup 
management maintaining not only the 
settings in every device, but also the 
instant re-establishment of all virtual 
I inks. 

REAL WORLD 
The first CopperLan licensee in the 

broadcast industry is Radio Systems Inc. 
of Logan, N.J. 

Radio Systems' vision for their new 
Platform console included multiple 
physical and virtual control surfaces, 
each with control of one or more audio 
engines. Given their high-performance 
standards and long list of required fea-
tures for connection and communica-
tion, CopperLan provided a ready-made 
comprehensive solution, dramatically 
reducing integration effort. 

The CopperLan software develop-
ment environment allowed their devel-
opment team quickly to implement a 
working communication platform. 
Illustrating this is the abstraction layer 
offered by the CopperLan API that 
allows the very same code to rim inside 
the physical control surface and its com-
puter application sibling. 

Radio Systems choose to communi-
cate via CopperLan by design so that 
other manufacturers could easily com-
municate with their console. 

By supporting this idea of openness 
and collaboration in system control, the 
entire broadcast industry benefits from 
manufacturers and products that work 
well together. 

David Herscovitch and Eric Lukac-
Kuruc are chief executive officer and 
chief technology officer, respectively, of 
Klavis Technologies in Belgium. 
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Comrex BRIC-Link 
provides reliable, high quality, cost-effective IP audio transmission 

over dedicated links. 

plus 
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ISM Band 5.x GHz IP Radios 
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provide a low-cost, unlicensed, line of sight data link. 
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Perfect, low cost STL solution 
Use with BRIC-Link's and FLAC modes for full bandwidth audio 

with minimal delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost. 
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General Store 

Put Comrex on the 
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The new AirAuraTM audio processor features proprietary 

"AirAura' final clipper technology for cleaner, clearer, more 

natural mid and high end detail without smearing, dulling 

and other artifacts commonly associated wi.th managing 

the FM pre-emphasis curve. Its advanced multiband AGC/ 

SST (Sweet Spot Technology) delivers incredibly smooth and 

------„,......_unobtrusive gain and spectral control during widely varying 

incoming7reenvels, and the AGO boasts separately 

adjustable low and high inter-band coupling algorithms for 

erious sonic sculpting. AirAura also offers the latest Vorsis 

Bass Management System (VBMS) with new Texture control 

for fine-tuning on-air bass. Dual front panel `widescreen. 

displays show extensive detail about the processor's 

operation. In addition to real-time measurement of input, 

output, and RMS (loudness) output levels, its comprehensive 

metering also shows all gain reduction activity. Specialized 

analysis functions exclusive to Vorsis offer an astonishing 

overview of input or processed audio. And for ultimate 

flexibility, AirAura gives you remote processor control via 

wired Ethernet or integrated VViFi connectivity. 

Completely made in the USA and available TODAY! 

AI RAU RA 
SUPER DIGITAL AUDID 
SPECTRAL PROCESSER 
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• New proprietary "AirAura" final 

clipper technology 

• Advanced multiband AGC/SST 

(Sweet Spot Technology) 

• Latest Vorsis Bass Management 

System (VBMS) 

• Dual front panel `widescreen' 

displays 

• Remote processor control via 

wired Ethernet or integrated 

WiFi connectivity 
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• Specialized audio analysis 

functions, including FFT and 

oscilloscope analysis of input 

or processed audio, Energy vs 

Frequency display of input or 

processed audio, 3-D plotting 

of audio spectral content vs. 

time, Spectral Dynamic Range 

metering, and activity display 
of clipper's distortion masking 

algorithm 

MCIR L_ BRAND NEW STUFF FROM VORSIS! AVAILABLE TODAY! 

VP-B 
PLUS 

The new VP-8 PLUS takes our popular and acclaimed VP-8 
and adds a slew of new features for even greater performance. 
Advanced processing for greater audio consistency, clarity and 
overall loudness with lower distortion. Includes Vorsis GUI-LITE 
software for taking the VP-8 PLUS anywhere you want to go. 
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The new FM-4 is a no-frills FM-only audio processor that gives you 
those great presets Vorsis is famous for. Plus, it comes with Vorsis 
GUI-LITE for tweaking those presets to get your signature sound. 

IT'S TIME YDLI WDN THE RATINGS WAR.TM 

phone 1.252.638-70001mwv.vorsis.comIsales@wheatstone.com 


